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ABSTRACT
The inheritance or resistance to each of the international 
races IB-5 (US 1), IC-3 (US 16), IG-1 (US 6 ) and IH-1 (US 2) of Piri­
cularia oryzae Cav. was studied in the F2 and F3 generations of the 
cross Colusa x Zenith, 2 varieties of rice.
The parents and the F-^  generation were grown in the greenhouse
during the dpring of 1965. The F£ generation was grown in the dummer,
1965, in the field at the Rice Experiment Station of Crowley, Louisiana.
The inoculation tests, with 5 rice varieties including the 
parents and the and Fg populations, were made in the spring of 1966, 
with races IB-5 (US 1) and IG-1 (US 6), and in the fall of 1966, with 
races IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 (US 16). The inoculations were made in the 
greenhouse inside of a humidity chamber. The plants were inoculated 
at the 2 - 3  leaf stage with a conidial suspension. Cultures of each 
race were grown in petri dishes on a rice polish-agar medium.
The reactions of Colusa, Zenith, Gulfrose and Saturn were in 
agreement with previous reactions reported to each race. Nato behaved 
as expected in reaction to races IB-5 (US 1), IG-1 (US 6 ) and IH-1 
(US 2), but showed an inconclusive reaction to race IC-3 (US 16).
In regard to race IB-5 (US 1), the Colusa parent was resistant
and Zenith was susceptible. Results from F2 and Fg populations indi­
cated that one dominant major gene was controlling the resistance of 
Colusa to this race. Also, there were indications that modifier genes 
were influencing the resistance with minor effects.
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In reaction to races IG-1 (US 6 ), IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 (US 16), 
Colusa was susceptible and Zenith was resistant. Results obtained from 
F£ and F3 populations indicated that reaction to each of these races 
was governed by a single dominant major gene, with a probable influence 
of modifier genes having minor effects.
From the association of reaction studied among the 4 races, 
using F^ families, it was found that the reaction to race IB-5 (US 1) 
was independent from the reaction to each of the races IG-1 (US 6),
IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 (US 16). The results indicated that no problems 
would be encountered in obtaining from the cross Colusa x Zenith, F^ 
families homozygous resistant to these races.
From the association of reaction between races IC-1 (US 6) and
IC-3 (US 16), IG-1 (US 6) and IH-1 (US 2), and IC-3 (US 16) and IH-1 '
(US 2), the results indicated that a different pair of genes condi-
o
tioned resistance in Zenith to each of these races. The X test for 
independence of reaction between any 2 of these races provided proof 
for the conclusion that reaction was not independent. The cause for 
this appeared to be linkage. Recombination percentages of 24.05 +
3.66, 19.37 + 1.41 and 19.62 + 1.36 were found for the factor pairs 
controlling reaction between races IG-1 (US 6) and IC-3 (US 16), IG-1 
(US 6 ) and IH-1 (US 2), and IC-3 (US 16) and IH-1 (US 2), respectively. 
However, with these recombination percentages it was concluded that 
the gene order for these races could not be determined properly.
In regard to a breeding program, these results indicate that 
the desired combination already present in Zenith will undergo segre­
gation and selection will be necessary to recover it in F£ or later 
generations. However, the linkage among the resistant genes of Zenith
was strong enough that a relatively high percentage of Fj families 
will prove to be homozygous for resistance to all three races.
INTRODUCTION
The blast disease caused by the fungus Piricularia oryzae Cav. 
has been recognized since the early part of this century as one of the 
most destructive diseases of rice. Serious losses have been reported 
in Japan, India, Taiwan, the United States and in other countries as 
well.
The disease is now present in all countries where rice is grown. 
Although in some countries the disease has been considered of minor 
economic importance, it is now recognized as a major problem. In 
recent years, serious outbreaks have been reported in regions where 
the disease previously had not been reported as occurring.
The blast disease is greatly influenced by several factors.
The temperature ^ and the relative humidity play an important role in 
the development and severity of the disease. Nitrogen fertilization 
is another important factor that increases the severity of the disease. 
Higher levels of nitrogen lead to greater infection and greater losses 
in yield.
It is widely recognized that the use of resistant varieties 
is the most practical and economic measure for the farmer to control 
blast disease.
However, chemical control has been investigated and practiced 
in some countries, mainly in Japan. There, a large number of chemicals 
have been tested since World War II. Several mercuric compounds, like 
phenylmercuric acetate, phenylmercuric p-toluen sulphonanillide and
phenylmercuric fixtan, and non-mercuric compounds like blasticidine-S, 
have been found to be effective in preventing and controlling the 
disease. Although, these chemicals have been widely used and helped 
to stabilize rice production in Japan, breeding highly resistant 
varieties is considered in that country, according to Okamoto (81), 
the most profitable way of controlling blast.
Physiologic specialization of the fungus, recognized in the 
United States, Japan, India, Taiwan, the Philippines and in other 
countries as well, complicates breeding for resistance. Varieties 
resistant to several races have been released in the United States,
Japan, India and Taiwan, but the efforts to obtain a desirable variety 
or varieties with resistance to all races present in each of these 
countries have not been successful yet.
Because of the seriousness of the problem of blast disease, an 
international program of research on rice blast has been initiated with 
the cooperation of several countries which are members of the Inter­
national Rice Commission. The objectives of the program are to search 
for more genes for blast resistance and to develop an international 
set of differential varieties for race identification.
As a result of cooperative studies initiated in 1963 between 
the United States and Japan, 8 rice varieties have been selected for the 
final set of international differentials. With these differential varie­
ties, 32 international races of P. oryzae have been recognized in 8 race 
groups (24).
In the United States, 13 of the international races are known 
to occur at present and sources of resistance to all or several races 
are available, according to Atkins, e£ a_l. , (23). However, very little 
research has been accomplished on the inheritance of resistance to
these individual races. These studies are essential for rice breeders 
to achieve an effective breeding program for blast resistance.
Knowledge of the inheritance of resistance to each of 4 interna­
tional blast races and their genetic relationship to each other were 
the principal objectives of the present study. The international races 
IB-5, IC-3, IG-1 and IH-1, previously known as United States numbers 1, 
16, 6 and 2 , respectively, were studied separately in F2 and popu­
lations of the cross Colusa x Zenith. Colusa is resistant to race 
IB-5 (US 1) and susceptible to races IC-3 (US 16), IG-1 (US 6 ) and 
IHrl (US 2). Zenith is susceptible to race IB-5 (US 1) and resistant 
to races IC-3 (US 16), IG-1 (US 6) and IH-1 (US 2).
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In the present study, the review of literature has been divided 
into five parts as follows:
1. The blast disease and its economical importance.
2. Factors that influence the development of blast disease.
3. Physiologic specialization of Piricularia oryzae Cav.
4. Genetics of resistance to the rice blast disease.
5. Testing and breeding for blast resistance.
1. The blast disease and its economical importance
The blast disease was first recorded in Japan in 1704, named by
an Italian (Cavara) in 1891, and has been the cause of many famines 
throughout the rice-producing countries of the world (36).
According to Parthasarathy and Ou (97), the blast disease has a 
wide geographical distribution. It has been reported in some 60 countries, 
covering the Far East, Middle East, Africa, Europe, the U.S.S.R. and the 
Western Hemisphere. In the Western Hemisphere, the blast disease has 
been reported in Argentina, Brazil, British Guiana, Colombia, Costa Rica, 
Cuba, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico, Nica­
ragua, Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico, Uruguay, the United States and Vene­
zuela. It has also been reported in Surimam by Del Prado (38).
In the Far East and Middle East the disease has been reported 
from Australia, Burma, China, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Hawaii, Japan,
Korea, Malaya, North Borneo, Philippines, Thailand, Turkey and Vietnam; 
in Africa from the Congo, Egypt, Ghana, Kenya, Madagascar, Morocco,
4
5Nyasaland, Rhodesia, Senegal, Tanganyika and Uganda; in Europe from 
Bulgaria, France, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, Rumania, Tiflis of 
Russia, Spain and Yugoslavia (97). It has also been reported in the 
Caucaus, Soviet Far East, Kuban and Yzbekistan (99).
The causal organism of blast on rice was named in 1891 by Cavara 
as P. oryzae (97). The morphology, taxonomy, host range and life cycle 
of the fungus was described by Asuyama (13).
The symptoms of the disease have been described by several in­
vestigators (5, 14, 39, 111, 114). The disease occurs on the leaves, 
culms, branches of the panicle and floral structures. Rotten neck, 
lesions on the neck of the culm and on the panicle branches near the 
base of the panicle, is the most conspicuous symptom (39, 111). Accord­
ing to Templeton, e_t al_., (114) the rotten neck stage occurs as a result 
of the formation of a grayish lesion with a brown border at the base 
of the panicle. If this lesion forms before the grains begin to fill, 
the head generally remains erect and does not produce any grains. The 
spots on young leaves are generally long, rather narrow and brown with 
grayish centers. They resemble, according to Atkins (14) and Dickson 
(39), those of the brown leaf spot disease (Helminthosporium oryzae), 
and, sometimes it is difficult to tell the two diseases apart except by 
using a microscope. The difference in conidiophores and conidia dif­
ferentiate the two diseases. Blast differs, however, in that it causes 
longer spots, develops more rapidly and blights the leaves. Severe 
infection results in the leaves and sheaths drying out and browning.
The coalescing of lesions at the base of the leaf blade is a charac­
teristic symptom of blast. In severe cases, the plant is stunted and 
loses nearly all its leaves or the whole plant is killed. On the grain, 
the fungus causes small circular brown lesions. According to Adair
6and Cralley (5), plants on levees may lodge severely when the joints of 
the stem are attacked.
Serious losses have been reported in Japan, India, Taiwan, in the 
United States, and in other countries as well (6 , 19, 32, 44, 82, 101, 116). 
In Japan, Okamoto, et al., (82) reported that on plants infected at early 
or mid-ripening stage, yield was reduced 60 to 80 per cent while on 
plants infected at later stages, the damage was less severe. Goto (44) 
estimated a loss in Japan in 1960 of 273,000 tons, which represented 
24.8 per cent of the total production. He further established an annual 
loss in yield of 1.4 to 7.3 per cent for a period of 1953 up to 1960.
In India, blast is a serious disease of rice whenever it occurs, 
except in irrigated tracts with a dry climate (109). It causes heavy 
losses especially in Madras, Mysore, Andhra Pradesh, Coorg, and Bombay.
In Mysore, according to Venkatakrishniah (116), blast causes consider­
able damage to rice crops and is particularly severe in some years, 
especially in the hilly regions of the western Ghats, where rice is 
extensively cultivated, on account of heavy rainfall and excessive mois­
ture. In the first recorded outbreak of blast in India in 1918, in 
Tanjore, R'amiah and Ramaswami (101) reported a loss of 60 to 80 per cent 
in the rice crop. Padmanabhan (90) considered that epidemics of blast 
occurring in localized regions might cause up to 60-70 per cent loss 
or even 100 per cent in the case of individual fields. In 1952 a 
seventy-five acre crop was completely wiped out in Deras Farm in Orissa.
In the 1955-1956 season the early rices were totally destroyed in 
Kashmir, and about 70 per cent of the remaining crop was severely damaged 
by blast. Ghose and Butany (42) reported in Cuttack a loss of 43 per 
cent in grain yield under favorable conditions for the development of 
the disease.
Studies made in India in connection with blast disease have 
shown that the relation between loss in yield and the neck infection 
phase could be expressed by the equation Y = 1967.95 - 18.72X, where Y 
represents the expected yield in lbs/acre, and X, the estimate of the 
per cent of neck infection. Based on this, it was found that for every 
one per cent increase in neck infection in a susceptible variety, there 
was a loss of 0.95 per cent in yield (90). Mathur, et al., (74) studied 
the relationship between per cent loss in yield and per cent neck and 
node infection, using Co.13, a susceptible variety to blast. They em­
ployed the regression technique and special formulae to calculate the 
percentage of disease incidence and of loss in yield, and the percent­
ages of the incidence of the blast neck and node infection and of loss 
in the field. They found that the estimate of per cent loss in yield 
due to an increase of unit per cent incidence of blast was 0.4474 within 
the range of incidence 15.50 - 95.05 per cent.
In Taiwan, the blast disease was considered by Chang (32) and 
Ou (84) as the most persistent and destructive disease of rice, particu­
larly in the first rice crop. It is most destructive to the leaves at 
the tillering stage during March to early May. But serious outbreaks of 
neck rot might occur if a continuous rain prevails during the heading 
stage. Losses varied from very slight to complete in individual fields. 
The annual loss due to blast was estimated to be not less than 5 per 
cent of the total rice production.
In Vietnam during July 1961 - June 1962 damage caused to rice 
by several fungus diseases, including blast as the most important, 
amounted to 5-10 per cent (9).
In Hungary the blast disease of rice usually results in serious 
damage to the rice crop if, in the period between tillering and
full ripening and particularly during flowering, the weather conditions 
are unfavorable (119) .
Outbreaks of blast on rice were reported by Bernaux (27) which 
under very favorable conditions, reached epidemic proportions in the 
Camargue, France, during the season of 1959.
In the United States, according to Atkins, e_t a_l., (19) blast
probably has been an important disease since rice first was grown in this
country. Metcalf (quoted by Atkins, e_t aJL., loc. cit.), indicated that
rice blast had been causing damage in South Carolina at least since 1876.
It caused enormous losses around the turn of the century, particularly
in North Carolina and Texas as well as in South Carolina. In 1903 blast
caused losses of about $700,000 in South Carolina (19). Atkins, et al.,
(21) reported that the blast disease was no problem in Louisiana during
the 20 year period of 1935 - 1955. But since 1955 the disease again
has begun to cause serious damage to the extent that in 1959 the losses
in Louisiana were estimated up to 30 or 40 per cent in some fields. In
Arkansas, Templeton, £t £ l ., (114) indicated that rice yields may be
reduced as much as 25 per cent under favorable conditions for the develop
ment and spread of the fungus, and the most serious losses usually
occurred in susceptible varieties when wet weather prevails at heading
time. In recent years, according to Bollich, e_t al., (30) this disease
*
has caused serious losses in localized areas of Texas and it is possibly 
becoming more widespread.
In Peru blast, first reported in 1953, caused a reduction in 
yield up to 50 per cent over an area of 200 hectares. In other outbreaks 
detected on nursery plants of the Lambayeque No. 2 and B.A.M. 1 varieties 
the losses reached to the proportion of 80 to 100 per cent of trans­
plants over a month old (105).
92. Factors that influence the development of blast disease
Effects of individual environmental factors on the different 
phases of growth of the fungus, disease development, and host predisposi­
tion in rice blast disease have been studied extensively. Here, the 
review of literature will only concern with the effects of temperature, 
humidity, fertilization, and age of the plant on the development of blast 
disease.
Several investigators have concluded that temperature plays an 
important role in the development of blast disease. According to 
Sadasivan, et al_., (106), Hashioka was the first to conclude that, in 
general, temperature influenced resistance or susceptibility more strong­
ly than did fertilizers. Ou (84) considered that a relatively low tem­
perature (20 - 25°C) and high humidity favor the development of blast 
and it is very destructive in the temperate zone, such as in Japan, 
less so in the sub-tropical countries and diminishes in intensity toward 
the tropics. Tseng, et al., (115) comparing the growth of isolates from 
the first and second rice crop in Taiwan, suggested that the higher 
incidence of leaf blast is related to the effects of temperature and 
season on the growth of the fungus. Isolates made from the second crop 
grew better than those from the first at 34°C.
Hashioka (47) indicated that with inoculations made at different 
temperatures which approximated to those of the different seasons in the 
sub-tropical regions of Taiwan, the blast fungus invaded rice leaves 
within 11-14 hours at 26° and 28° C. These temperatures corresponded to 
the prevailing day temperatures in the tillering stage of the first crop, 
and to night temperatures in the seedling and tillering stage of the 
second crop. It was also indicated that at 19° and 28° C for the first 
and second crop, respectively, a longer period of time, ususally 14 or
10
more hours, was required for invasion. At temperature conditions of 15° C, 
invasion of the blast fungus did not occur at the seedling stage of the 
first crop even though water drops stayed on the leaves. The incubation 
periods at 19, 26, 28, and 32° C were 6 , 4, 5 and 6 days, respectively.
A wider range of temperature for blast infection was reported 
by Ivanchenko (56). He observed blast infection at 15 - 30° C, and its 
incidence increased under prolonged humidity. The incubation period 
at tillering stage (4-5 leaves) was 7.3 days at 15 - 20° C, 3.3 days at 
30 - 33° C, and at shooting under natural conditions was prolonged by 
one day compared with the tillering phase.
In India, several investigators have studied the effect of 
temperature on the development of the disease. According to Padmanabhan 
(90), the temperature at which rice is grown alters the reaction of a 
variety to blast. At temperatures below the optimum for the growth of 
rice (20° C), the plant is more susceptible than when grown in the optimum 
range of 28 - 32° C. In Cuttack, blast attains its maximum intensity in 
September - October (main crop season) and in February (second crop 
season). Varieties which flower during the main crop season get neck 
infection, while the late varieties, still in the tillering stage during 
this period, get only leaf infection and escape neck infection. Similar­
ly, in February the crop gets generally severe leaf infection.
During a survey of incidence of blast on rice due to natural 
infection in the Cuttack and Prui Districts of Orissa state, Naha (77) 
made an attempt to correlate the disease with meteorological conditions 
of rainfall, relative humidity and temperature. Of the three, the 
temperature appeared to show the closest parallelism to the development 
of blast in all the seasons. Between the average temperatures of 20°- 
34° C, the relationship was more or less directly proportional. The
11
optimum temperature for highest incidence of blast was recorded within 
28° - 30° C. Above 30° C the development of the disease was checked, 
and below 24° C it showed a marked fall. Thus, during August-October 
incidence of blast remained constant, when the average temperature ranged 
between 26° - 28° C; thereafter a fall in the temperature was followed 
immediately by a fall in the prevalence of infection. With the rise of 
temperature from January onward there was direct increase of blast inci­
dence .
Epiphytotics of rice blast that occurred in 1958 and 1960 in 
the District of Chittor (India), affected the varieties which flowered 
during November, while those which flowered in December were not affected. 
From this and other observations, Rao, e_t al., (104) concluded that the 
smaller the difference between the maximum and minimum temperatures 
during the flowering period, the greater was the blast incidence.
Sadasivan, et aJL., (106) studying the effect of night temperature 
on lesion development, observed that both resistant and susceptible 
varieties were not infected when the plants were grown with night tem­
peratures above 20° C, but with night temperatures of 20° C, both types 
of varieties succumbed to infection although the resistant varieties 
produced smaller lesions. In later studies Subramanian and Sadasivan 
(110) concluded that temperatures of 20° or 30° at night had no effect 
on resistant varieties but at 20° C, the susceptible varieties were 
infected by the blast fungus.
Soil temperature has been considered to influence blast infection. 
According to Hashioka (47), blast infection of rice seedlings grown 
under different, soil temperatures was least severe on those grown at 28°
C. Rice seedlings became susceptible when they were kept at low soil 
temperatures (18 - 20° C) for several days prior to inoculation; they 
became resistant at moderate temperatures (25 - 28° C), and slightly
12
less resistant at higher temperatures (30° C). Similarity, adult plants 
grown at higher soil temperatures, 20 - 29° C, from the booting stage 
onward were more resistant to neck blast in comparison to plants kept 
under the lower temperatures, 18 - 24° C. Katsube and Tokunaga (65) 
reported that resistance to blast was increased by soil temperatures 
of 23 - 25° C in leaves formed before the treatment, but the resistance 
of leaves produced after treatment was higher at 17 - 18° C. Plants at 
the lower temperatures had higher water content than those grown at 23 - 
25° C, except for the upper leaves for which the reverse was true. The 
ratio of soluble nitrogen to total nitrogen was higher in the lower leaves 
at the lower temperatures, and in the new leaves (formed after treatment 
began) at the higher temperatures.
In regard to humidity, it has been reported that the blast 
disease is serious in most of the humid rice-producing areas of the world. 
Rice grown under irrigation in the areas of low relative humidity, as in 
California, is not damaged by blast (39).
Andersen, at al., (8 ) concluded that high humidity and the pres­
ence of free moisture on the leaves of infected plants were essential for 
secondary spread and the establishment of infection of rice plants.
According to Abe, as quoted by Hashioka (47), the blast fungus 
can invade seedling leaves of rice only when the leaves are kept in air 
saturated with water. Although blast invasion occurs rarely at 91 per 
cent relative humidity, no invasion occurs at 80 per cent. The critical 
air humidity for invasion of the fungus into the host seems to lie be­
tween 90 and 92 per cent, this humidity being close to the critical 
humidities for conidial germination (92 or 96 per cent).
Nagdy and Mahdy (76) reported that susceptibility was enhanced 
parallel to the increase of moisture content (reduction of dry matter) 
of the host, contrary to certain observations that some diseases are
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influenced by the water content of the host inpeding the penetration of 
the parasite and its subsequent growth in the tissue. They explained 
this by the fact that the high moisture content causes the softening of 
the plants, which allows freer progress of the fungus through the tissues.
Fertilization of the soil, particularly with nitrogen compounds, 
has been found to influence the development of the disease. Blast has 
often been severe on newly cleared land and on land cropped to rice for 
the first time in several years. This has been explained by the fact 
that the soils of such areas are likely to contain much nitrogen, which 
favors the attack of rice plants by blast fungus (5, 14).
Experimental evidence of the influence of nitrogen on the sus­
ceptibility of rice to blast has been presented by a number of investi­
gators. Otani (83) indicated that the plants supplied with larger amounts 
of nitrogen were more severely attacked by the blast fungus, producing 
more numerous and larger lesions. He also found that the plants became 
gradually more severely attacked within two days after the top-dressing 
and also became gradually more rich in <X-amino nitrogen and amide nitrogen, 
indicating that these soluble nitrogen compounds were connected with the 
susceptibility of rice plants to blast. Beir, et_ al., (25) confirmed 
the above results. They found under greenhouse and field conditions an 
increase in blast development with a corresponding increase in the amount 
of nitrogen. They considered that the infection of plants under high 
levels of nitrogen was the result of prolongation of the period of suc- 
ceptibility of the plants by alteration of their general metabolism in 
such a way as to lengthen the period of active growth and production of 
new leaves.
The rate of increase in susceptibility with increasing levels of 
nitrogen, according to Padmanabhan (90), varies with different varieties
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and this has been correlated with the accumulation of soluble nitrogen 
in leaf tissues under higher levels; the more susceptible the variety, 
the greater such accumulation.
In recent studies made in Hungary, Zsoldos (119, 120) reported 
that in the diseased tissues the amount of total and protein nitrogen, 
on a dry weight basis, was much higher than in the controls, but the pro­
tein nitrogen expressed on a total nitrogen basis, was less in the 
diseased plants. This, and the increase in free amino acids in the plants 
affected by blast, indicated that the balance of nitrogen metabolism is 
shifted toward protein breakdown both in the diseased tissues ind in 
healthy ones exposed to circumstances favoring disease development.
Similar results were reported in India by Rao (103). He noticed a greater 
accumulation of total and protein nitrogen in blast susceptible rice than 
in resistant. The influence of manuring was reflected most during the 
tillering and heading stages, during which the rice plant is most sus­
ceptible to blast.
The glutamine content of the leaves of rice seedlings as a result 
of nitrogen fertilization was found to increase susceptibility to blast 
in susceptible japonica rice varieties (49). Other nitrogen compounds 
such as uracil and thiouracil have been found to increase the sus­
ceptibility of the variety Co.13, and a breakdown in resistance of the 
resistant variety, Co.29, was only obtained with uracil. These results 
were ascribed to be due to the keying up of the enzyme systems related 
to the assimilation of nitrogen under the influence of these chemicals 
and consequent synthesis of soluble nitrogenous substances, chiefly 
amides, resulting in an accelerated tempo of nitrogen metabolism (1 1 0).
Besides the effect of nitrogen fertilization, the age of the 
plant has a profound effect on its reaction to blast. According to
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Andersen, et al., (8 ) the rice plant is very susceptible to the leaf 
blast from one to seven weeks of age, slightly susceptible from seven to 
eleven weeks and in general resistant from eleven to thirteen weeks and 
is again susceptible at heading time. Similarly, Padmanabhan and Ganguly 
(94) reported that younger plants were most susceptible and the resistance 
increased as the plants grew older.
3. Physiologic specialization of P. oryzae Cav.
A. Studies of physiologic races in Japan
According to Goto (43), the earliest study of the races of the 
rice blast fungus was conducted by Sasaki (in 1922-23), who had been work­
ing in the Ehime Prefecture on the breeding of rice varieties resistant 
to blast. He ascertained that some varieties resistant to strain A of 
the blast fungus were invaded severely by another strain, B, which was 
isolated from different sources of his materials.
Abe (2), working at the Kyoto University with 9 culture strains 
of the fungus, recognized a distinct differentiation among them. The 
strains No. 13 and No. 9 showed the strongest pathogenicity, while 
strains No. 17 and No. 7 indicated no pathogenicity on the leaves. The 
culture strains which showed the strongest pathogenicity on the neck of 
panicles were Nos. 9, 13, 12 and 22, while strains Nos, 5, 7 and 17 
showed the weakest pathogenicity. Abe, in further inoculations of 16 
varieties from different localities of Japan with 3 culture strains, 
confirmed that strain No. 9 was strongest in pathogenicity on all varie­
ties, while the pathogenicity of strains Nos. 5 and 18 was indistinguish­
able. The varieties differed in susceptibility to strain No. 9, some 
showed resistance while others showed susceptibility.
Twelve varieties have been selected as differentials to identify
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races of the blast fungus in Japan. These varieties are placed in three 
different groups: T group includes the Tetep and Tadukan varieties 
introduced from Burma and Philippines, respectively; C group includes 
Usen, Chokotou and Yakeiko introduced from China, and the variety Kanto 
No. 51, derived from a cross between a Japanese and a Chinese variety; 
and N group formed of Ishikarishiroke, Homarenishiki, Ginga, Norin 
No. 22, Aichiasahi and Norin No. 20, all Japanese varieties. With these 
differential varieties, 13 races have been officially registered in 1962, 
These races were classified in three groups. There were 2 races in the 
T group, pathogenic only to the T group differential varieties, 5 races 
in the C group, pathogenic to the C group differential varieties but not 
to the T group differential varieties and 6 races in the N group, patho­
genic only to the N group of differential varieties (43),
Studies of physiologic races in Taiwan 
According to Chiu, et al., (35) studies of physiologic races in 
Taiwan have been carried out independently at the Taiwan Agricultural 
Research Institute and the Academia Sinica, with non-identical sets of 
differential varieties.
Kou, e_t _al., (67) of Academia Sinica tested 35 commercial rice 
varieties with isolates collected in 1961 from Taipei, Taichung, Chiayi, 
Tainan, Kaohsiung, Pintung and Nankang. Within the varieties tested,
9 showing differential reaction were selected and purified as testers. 
With these differential varieties, 5 physiologic races, designated 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5, were recognized. According to Wang, quoted by Chiu, 
et. al., (35) 3 races have been added from collections made in 1962.
The race studies at the Taiwan Agricultural Research Institute 
were started in 1960 with 16 differential varieties selected from a
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previous set of 28 (35). Using these 16 differential varieties, Hung, 
e_t aJL., (53) in 1961, made a primary classification of 5 physiologic races 
from 8 isolates of the blast fungus. In later studies, with 56 monoconi- 
dial isolates, 7 major groups of pathogenicity were recognized on the 16 
differential varieties (33).
In further work made in 1961-1962, and reported in 1963 by Chiu, 
ej: al., (35) 19 physiologic races have been identified which have been 
arranged in 7 groups.
C. Studies of physiologic races in the United States
Latterell, et al., (71) reported in 1954 the existence of physio­
logic races in the United States. They were working with 7 isolates of 
the blast fungus collected from Arkansas, Florida and Louisiana. The 
isolates showed differential pathogenicity to certain rice varieties.
Two races were separated on the basis of their reaction on the varieties 
Zenith and Caloro. Zenith was severely attacked by the isolates from 
Florida, but was immune to those from Arkansas and Louisiana. Caloro, on 
the contrary, was very susceptible to the Arkansas and Louisiana isolates, 
but immune to the Florida isolates. The isolates from Florida were 
designated as race 1 and those from Arkansas and Louisiana as race 2. 
Later, Latterell, et: ad., (72) confirmed the existence of races 1 and 2 
and identified three more races (4, 7 and 8 ) in the United States and a 
total of 15 races among 165 isolates from the United States and 14 coun­
tries in Central and South America, Europe, and Asia.
Atkins (15) in 1962, confirmed the work of Latterell and co­
workers as to the existence of physiologic races‘in the United States.
He reported additional races (3, 5 and 6) and identified race 16 as a 
new one. Of the 16 races of P. oryzae, 10 occurred in the United States
and their distribution in 1962 was, according to Atkins (17), as follows: 
races 2, 3, 5, 6 and 16 in Arkansas; races 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , 7, 8 , 10 and
16 in Louisiana; races 3, 6 , 8 and 16 in Texas; and races 1 and 16 in
Florida and Mississippi, respectively. Even though the rice varieties 
grown in California are susceptible to various races, blast does not 
occur in this important rice area on the Pacific Coast of the United 
States (17).
Several United States races were reported by Atkins (17) to 
occur in other countries of the Western Hemisphere. That is, races 1,
3, 4, 6 and 8 occur in Mexico; race 2 in Guatemala; races 1 and 3 in
Nicaragua; races 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7 in Costa Rica; and races 1 and 2 in 
Venezuela and Brazil, respectively. Of the 16 that had been identified, 
races 12 and 13 occur in Central America, both in Costa Rica and race 12 
only in Nicaragua, but neither one was found in the United States. Races 
9, 11, 14 and 15 occurred in Asia but not in the Western Hemisphere.
D. Studies of physiologic races in the Philippines
In 1963, a systematic study of the physiologic races was started 
in the Philippines (10). More than 150 isolates of the fungus have been 
collected from various rice growing regions. Each isolate has been ino­
culated to each of 110 prospective differential varieties including 12 
differentials from Japan, 16 from Taiwan, and 10 from the United States; 
the other varieties represented leading commercial varieties from South­
east Asia and the United States (10).
In 1964, 60 differential varieties, including those from Japan, 
Taiwan and the United States, and 12 differentials for the Philippines 
were established (11) . By the use of 100 representative fungus isolates 
of the Philippines, 23 races were recognized based on United States
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differentials, 29 races on Japanese, and 30 races on the Taiwan differen­
tial varieties. With the 12 differentials for the Philippines, the 100 
isolates were grouped into 26 races. Races A-7, A-ll, A-12, A-17, A-21 and 
A-23 were found equivalent to United States races 11, 6 , 16, 3, 5 and 10, 
respectively. Race C-2 had certain similarity with race 6 of Taiwan, 
but no race was similar to the Japanese races (11).
E. Studies of physiologic races reported in other countries.
It was reported by Kulkarni, et al., (69) in 1959, that 3 races
of I?, oryzae have been identified at Poona Agricultural College in India.
In 1965, Padmanabhan (91) reported that from Indian isolates examined 
during 1961-1962, 4 distinct races were separated on United States,
Japanese and local differentials.
Heaton (50) in 1964, reported that race 18 of the United States 
series was identified in Australia on the basis of the reaction of the 
varieties Kentyana, Gendjah Beton, A36-3 and Sirena.
F. International identification of races of P. oryzae Cav.
Latterell, £t al., (70) with the aim of establishing an inter­
national system for race identification in P. oryzae, reported in 1963 
the progress that has been made in characterizing races and in sampling 
diseased rice for race distribution throughout the world. Twenty-five 
physiologic races had been characterized on the basis of the differential 
reactions of 12 varieties of rice. These races represent isolates from 
specimens received from 17 countries and from 5 rice growing areas of
the United States. The geographic sources of the 25 races characterized
are presented in Table 1. They selected 17 varieties which best different­
iated the 25 races and proposed them for an international set of standard 
differentials. These varieties and their reactions to the 25 races are
Table 1. Geographic distribution of 25 races of P. oryzae Cav.
Country or Races
State 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
United States
Arkansas X X X X X X
Florida X X
Louisiana X X X X X X X X X
Mississippi X
Texas X X X X
Central America
Costa Rica X X X X (x) X X X
El Salvador X X X X X X
Guatemala X
Mexico X X X X X
Nicaragua X X X X
South America
Brazil X X
Venezuela X
Europe
Italy X X X
Greece X X
Asia
Burma X
India X X X X X X ®
Japan X X
Korea X X
Okinawa X X X
Philippines X X (x) X X X
Taiwan X X X X X X X X
Thailand X
©  Denotes a race which has arisen as a cultural variant or mutant or selected from off-type lesions occurring 
in varieties in greenhouse tests that were resistant to the parent isolate (70).
listed in Table 2.
According to Atkins, et al., (24) in 1963, a 3-year cooperative 
project was initiated as the United States-Japan Cooperative Blast 
Project. The objectives of the project were to establish an interna­
tional set of rice varieties for differentiating the physiologic races 
of 1?. oryzae and to establish uniform testing techniques. As a result 
of this project, in 1964, 12 rice varieties were selected as candidates 
for the international set of differentials from among the 39 U.S.A., 
Japanese, and Chinese differential varieties.
Later, at a joint seminar on rice blast fungus races held in 
Tokyo in 1965, sponsored by the Japan and U.S.A. Scientific Cooperation, 
a step was made toward an international system for race identification. 
Eight rice varieties were selected for the final set of international 
differentials. The new international differentials are Raminad Str. 3, 
Zenith, NP-125, Usen, Dular, Kanto 51, C.I. 8970(8). and Caloro (24, 48).
On the basis of the cooperative studies, 32 international races 
were recognized in 8 race groups. The international races were prefixed 
by the letter "I". The letter "I" is followed by the race group letter 
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, or H. The individual races are designated by an 
arabic numeral following the group letter designation (24).
According to Hashioka (84), each race group was classified 
according to the pathogenicity to each variety. The races which were 
slightly different from each other in pathogenicity within each group 
were determined to be expressed by the suffix number, as similar to the 
race nomenclature in the Japanese system. The races which can attack 
the highly resistant varieties, Raminad Str. 3 (indica, native to the 
Philippines) and Zenith (endemic to U.S.A., intermediate between indica 
and japonica) were the object of special attention. NP-125 (indica,
Table 2. Reactions of a proposed set of international standard differential varieties to races of ]?. oryzae 
Cav.
Variety
Races
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Zenith + - - - - - + - - - - + - - - + - - - - - - - -
Caloro - + + + - + + + + + - + - - + + + + + + + + + +
Cl 8970-S + - + - + + + + + + + + - + + + + + - - + - - +
Cl 5309 + + + - - + - - - - - + - - + + + +
PI 180061 + - - - - - + + + - + + + + + - - + + - + + + +
PI 201902 - - - - - - - - + - - + - - + - - - + - + - + +
PI 231128 + + +
Taichung 65 - + - + - + + + + + - + - + + - + + + + + +
Usen + + : + + + + + - - + - - - - - +
Aichiasahi + + + - + + + + + + + + - + - + + + + +
Tadukan - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - -
Pai-kan-tao - - - - - + - - - + - - - +
Kanto No. 51 + + + - - + - - + + - + + + +
Norin No. 1 - + - + - + + + + + + - + - + + + + + +
Norin No. 17 - + - - - + + + + + + - - - - + + + + -
Pi No. 1 + + + + + + + - - + + + - +
Tep Saigon 229 _ _ - _ _ - _ - + _ - - - - - - - -
+ = susceptible; - = resistant, + = intermediate
Race 10 is omitted because of its negligible pathogenicity (maximum reaction, type 2) (70).
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native to India) and Usen (Chinese, nearly indica) discriminated the 
T group races in Japan and the Philippine races from others. T~1 and 
T-2, and T-3 in Japan were included in IC and ID, respectively. C group 
in Japan and Indian races were detected by Dular (Indian) and Kanto 51 
(Chinese x Japanese). The susceptible C.I. 897Q(S) (Chinese) and Caloro 
(U.S.A.), both japonica, served for discrimination of the Japanese N 
group.
Because of practical importance and academic interest, the inter­
national classification of the races of P. oryzae characterized by the 
international differential varieties, and the prior race number of United 
States and Japan, reported by Atkins, et al., (24) and Hashioka (48), are 
presented in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
In 1966, Atkins (18) reported at the rice technical working 
group on rice diseases held in Little Rock, Arkansas, that the United 
States Department of Agriculture will use in future research studies on 
the rice blast disease the international differential varieties to 
identify the pathogenic races of P. oryzae which occur in the United 
States.
At the working party on rice production and protection of the 
International Rice Commission held in Lake Charles, Louisiana, in 
1966, Atkins et al., (23) reported that 13 international races are 
known to occur in the Western Hemisphere. They are IB-1, IB-2, IB-4, 
IB-5, IC-1, IC-3, ID-1, ID-3, ID-8 , IE-1, IG-1, IG-2, and IH-1.
At the same working party, Padmanabhan, et al., (93) reported 
that 71 isolates of P. oryzae have been tested on 34 differential . 
varieties including 10 from the United States, 14 from Japan and 10 
from India. On the United States differentials 38 races were disting­
uished, while with the Indian and Japanese differentials,33 and 37
Table 3. International classification of the races of P^. oryzae Cav.
Race Group
Differential IA IB IC ID IE IF IG IH
Races within Groups
Varieties of Rice 1 2  3 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2  3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 11 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
1. Raminad Str. 3 S S S R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R
2 . Zenith R R R S S S S S S'- R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R
3. NP-125 R R R S R R R R R S S S S S R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R
4. Usen S S S S S S R R R S S R R R S S S S S S S S S S S R R R R R R R
5. Dular S R R S S R S S R S S S S R S S S S S S R R R R R S S R R R R R
6 . Kanto 51 S R R S S R S R R S S S S S S S R R R R S R R R R S S S S R R R
7. C.I. 8970(S) S S S S S R S S S S R S R S S R S S R R S S S R R S R S R S
i
s R
8 . Caloro S S R S S S S R S S S S S S S S S R S R S S R S R S S S S s R S
R = Resistant; S = Susceptible
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Table 4. Prior and international designations of the United States 
and Japanese races of P_. oryzae Cav.
International  Prior Race Number_____
Race Number________  United_States______________ Japan
IA-2 US 11
IB-1 US 13
IB-2 US 7
IB-4 US 7
IB-5 US 1
IC-1 US 9 T-l
IC-3 US 16,22
IC-4 US 20
ID-1 US 8,19
ID-6 US 14
ID-8 US 6 T-3
ID-9 US 5
ID-10 T-2
IE-1 US 8 C-1,2,4,5,6
IE-2 US 23 C-8
IF-1 C-l
IF-2 C-3,7,8
IG-1 US 3,6,18,21 N-1,5
IG-2 US 5
IH-1 US 2,4 N-2,3,4
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races have been distinguished, respectively. But with the 8 interna­
tional differentials, only 28 races have been identified from 66 isolates 
of P. oryzae.
4. Genetics of resistance to the rice blast disease and the relation 
between leaf blast and neck blast resistance.
According to the review of Takahashi (112), in Japan, R. Sasaki, 
in 1923, reported investigations begun in 1917 on the inheritance of 
resistance to blast. He found that resistance vs. susceptibility be­
haved as a Mendelian character controlled by one pair of genes, the gene 
for resistance being dominant over its allelomorph, which is responsible, 
for susceptibility. Later, in 1926, S. Nakatomi used per cent survival 
in the Fg generation as the basis of classification and explained the 
results on a hypothesis of complementary dominant genes for resistance 
giving 9:3:4 and 9:7 ratios.
In India, Ramiah and Kamaswami (101) reported in 1936 that blast 
disease resistance was simply inherited in the cross Geb 24 x Korangusanka, 
and more complicated in Co.4 x Korangusanka. Geb 24 and Co.4 were resist­
ant parents. In the first instance, selections which bred true for re­
sistance were selected in Fg.
From further studies conducted in Japan independently by Nakamori 
in 1936, Nakamori and Kosato in 1949, and Hashioka in 1950, it was re­
ported that two pairs of dominant genes were responsible for the resist­
ance to blast. While Takahashi, in 1951, Okado and Maeda in 1956, and 
Abumiya in 1959, reported that 3 pairs of dominant genes plus modifiers 
were conditioning resistance to blast in crosses between indicas or 
between japonica and indica rice varieties (112).
Oka and Lin (80) reported in 1957 the results of studies on the
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inheritance of blast resistance in the cross Pei-ku x Taichung No. 65 
under conditions of natural infection. They observed a continuous distri­
bution in F2 and Fg segregates, but it was calculated by the partitioning 
method of Mather that only one major gene was responsible for resistance, 
which appeared to be recessive. They assumed, however, the presence of 
some modifying genes with minor effects, responsible for the continuous 
ranges in the and F^ generations. Further they inferred that the 
gene for susceptibility designated as Bt, could not necessarily be com­
pletely dominant over the resistant gene bt, since the effect of the 
same gene might be either dominant or recessive according to the intensity 
of pathogenic agencies when the dominance is incomplete.
Niizeki (79) studied in 1960 the genetics of resistance to fungus 
strains 55-64 and 54-20 in crosses between the rice variety Aichiasahi, 
resistant to 55-64 and susceptible to 54-20 on one hand, and varieties 
Kanto 55 and Ryokin, susceptible to 55-64 and resistant to 54-20 on the.
other. He obtained in the F„ of each cross a 9:3:3:1 ratio.
2
Ou and Lin (8 8), in a preliminary report on rice breeding for 
blast resistance in Taiwan, reported in 1959 that resistance is apparent­
ly dependent on one or more incompletely dominant genes which are linked 
with undesirable characters. Similarly, Bhapkar and D'Cruz (28), in 
1960, reported that in the F^ and Fg generations of the crosses EK70 x 
Babadya, H556 x Zinya 31, and T3 x K540, resistance was dominant over 
susceptibility and dependent upon 1 or 2 major factors. They also 
thought that variation in susceptibility among the F^ survivers was 
probably under the control of multiple factors.
In 1960, Simon (107) reported that in crosses between resistant 
and susceptible varieties resistance to blast was generally recessive.
In Taiwan, Hsieh, et: jal„, (52) studied in 1961 the genetics
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of resistance to mixed inoculum of P. oryzae. In the generation of 
a series of crosses involving varieties from Taiwan, Japan and the 
United States, the resistance, in most cases, was dominant and simply 
inherited. In a few cases, however, 2 complementary genes for resist­
ance appeared to be involved.
In Thailand, Ou (85) in 1961, on the basis of a series of crosses 
made in 1960 between resistant, moderate and susceptible varieties in 
all possible combinations, reported that the inheritance to blast in 
the generation, was governed by several pairs of genes.
Venkataswamy (117) in 1963, studying the inheritance of resist- 
ence to races of blast disease concluded that resistance to United States 
race 6 of P. oryzae, in a cross 1709 x CI9418, was governed by a single 
dominant gene, designated Pi^. He also found evidence for the exist­
ence of one or more modifier genes in addition to the major gene. It 
appeared that resistance to races 8 and 16 was- also governed by the same 
gene but that different modifiers influenced the reaction to each race.
Sohm (108) studied the inheritance of resistance to United States 
races 1, 2 and 6 in the F2 and F3 populations of the cross Colusa x Nira. 
Colusa is susceptible to races 6 and 2 and resistant to race 1, while 
Nira is resistant to races 6 and 2, and susceptible to race 1. He 
found that reaction to each of races 1 and 6 appeared to be conditioned 
by one major pair of genes with dominance for resistance to each and 
possibly an influence by minor genes. Reaction to race 2 was either 
also governed by one major pair of genes with dominance of resistance, 
or Nira differed from Colusa by 2 genes for resistance, one dominant 
and the other recessive. It was concluded that resistance to all 3 
races could be obtained in a breeding program with these parents.
It was reported in the Philippines, in 1964, that the blast
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resistance reaction of artificially inoculated F^ seedlings of crosses 
between resistant and susceptible varieties was in most crosses dominant 
over susceptibility. However, the F^'s of some crosses were more suscep­
tible than the resistant parent, indicating that resistance was not 
completely dominant (10).
In Taiwan, Hseih (51) in 1965, reported in field trials of the 
F^ of crosses between resistant and susceptible strains that there 
usually was a ratio of 3 resistant to 1 susceptible plant for leaf blast, 
but in some crosses between 2 susceptible strains the ratio was 9:7 
indicating that 2 genes, designated as Pi^ and Pi2 » were involved. For 
neck blast reaction, however, the ratios 3:1, 9:7 and 27:37 were found, 
indicating that 3 genes were involved. Resistance to leaf blast was 
correlated with neck blast resistance in some crosses, suggesting that 
both may be controlled by the leaf blast genes, the third gene, Pig, 
acting as a modifier.
Atkins and Johnston (22) in 1965, on the basis of greenhouse 
inoculation tests, studied the inheritance in rice of reaction to blast 
races 1 and 6 . They found in.98 F2 plants of Northrose x Gulfrose, a 
3:1 ratio for reaction to each of races 1 and 6 and a 9:3:3:1 ratio 
for reaction to both races. Resistance was dominant. The reaction of 
298 Fg lines of the same cross gave a good fit to a 1:2:1 ratio for 
each race, and when tested for both races the reaction classes confirmed 
the results of and that the 2 genes were inherited independently.
They obtained similar results with F^ lines and with progenies of the 
crosses Northrose x Zenith and Northrose-Nato x Gulfrose. They con­
cluded that the reaction to the United States races 1 and 6 in these 
crosses was controlled by 2 separate dominant genes for resistance.
The 2 genes were designated as Pi^ and Pig-
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In breeding resistant varieties, it is important to know the 
relationship, if any, between leaf blast and neck blast resistance.
In 1956, Li (73) reported that japonica and indica varieties were sub­
jected to artificial inoculation with P. oryzae under conditions of 
nitrogen fertilization. The inoculations were made at the seedling 
stage and later in the field just before heading. In general, it was 
found that the degree of resistance at the 2 stages was significantly 
correlated.
In India, Rangaswami and Subramanian (102) reported that 10 
varieties of rice over a period of 10 years showed a positive correla­
tion between leaf and neck infection of P. oryzae. In a given year, 
however, the heavy incidence of leaf infection was not always associ­
ated with a proportionately high neck infection or vice versa.
According to Takahashi (112), Hashioka in 1950 and Abumiya in 
1959, examined the genetic behavior of the resistance to leaf blast 
and to neck blast. They found it difficult both to estimate neck blast 
resistance in hybrid populations and to draw any clear conclusion about 
its mode of inheritance. However, Abumiya (4) studying resistance to 
leaf blast, ascertained that the process of lesion development was 
correlated with varietal resistance and remained constant under various 
conditions.
Ou (85) reported that under conditions favorable for blast 
development, the resistance in the seedling stage was closely correlated 
with resistance in the heading stage, or in other words when the seedl­
ings were resistant to leaf blast, the mature plants were also resist­
ant to neck blast. Similar results were reported by Templeton, et al., 
(114) in 1961 in the United States.
Atkins, '_et'al., (21) reported that the results from artificial
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inoculations of plants in the young stages of growth in the greenhouse 
with race 6 have shown good agreement with those from field tests where 
race 6 was predominant. Varieties showing a high level of leaf-blast 
resistance in the field nurseries and in greenhouse inoculations were 
also resistant to neck blast at heading. Further, they indicated that 
the greenhouse testing program provides a reliable prediction of leaf 
and neck blast reactions in the field.
In Thailand, Hashioka (45) in 1963, reported that there was 
little correlation between occurrence of neck blast symptoms at matur­
ing and leaf blast in the seedlings of individual varieties, and neck 
blast varied according to locality.
Ou and Nuque (89) studied in the Philippines the relation be­
tween leaf and neck resistance to the rice blast disease. They observed 
that some rice varieties which were resitant to P^. oryzae at the leaf 
stage were susceptible to neck rot following panicle emergence, while 
varieties susceptible to leaf blast had little neck rot. However, 
results of inoculations indicated that there was a positive correlation 
between leaf blast and neck rot reaction. They considered that the 
appearance of neck rot on varieties which showed leaf resistance in the 
field is due to the presence of different races of the pathogen during 
later stages of growth. Therefore, they concluded that the neck rot 
reaction of a variety to a specific race of JP. oryzae will be the same 
as its reaction to the same race in the leaf stage.
Atkins (16) confirmed in 1965 that varieties showing greenhouse 
resistance to race 6 were generally resistant in the field when race 6 
was prevalent, as was also the case for those resistant to races 1 and 
6 . Most varieties, with a high level of leaf blast resistance were 
also resistant to panicle blast.
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5. Testing and breeding for blast resistance in rice.
Studies of testing and breeding for blast resistance have been 
conducted mainly in Japan, India, Taiwan, and the United States. Dif­
ferent methods of testing have been employed.
A; Methods of testing for blast resistance.
In Japan, according to Ito (55), usually each rice breeding center 
sows the various varieties late in the season in the upland field in order 
to determine the degree of blast resistance. Others inoculate rice plants 
with the blast fungus to accelerate the appearance of symptoms. He con­
sidered that with practical rice cultivation methods leaf blast damage 
is not so serious; neck blast, however, is still destructive. Thus, the 
rice breeder should produce varieties highly resistant to neck blast 
rather than varieties resistant to leaf blast. Different methods of 
inducing neck blast have been employed. One method consisted of shading 
rice plants at the stage when they are most susceptible to the disease.- 
The plants were covered with a reed screen and treated with large amounts 
of nitrogenous fertilizer. With this method, neck infections of 20 to 
85 per cent were obtained in the determination of varietal resistance. 
Another method which was successful in inducing neck blast at the 
Hokuriku Agricultural Experiment Station consisted in covering the rice 
plants with a sheet of screen cloth just before heading. When the plants 
flowered, water was sprayed through the screen cloth to increase the 
moisture within (55).
At the Hokkaido Agricultural Experiment Station, according to 
Ito (55), the degree of neck blast resistance is determined by inoculat­
ing a spore suspension into the sheath of the flag leaf at the ear 
formation stage.
Katsuya (66) in 1962, compared two inoculation techniques. He
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grew rice plants in pots and fertilized with ammonium sulphate, calcium 
superphosphate and potassium sulphate. The plants were inoculated by 
spraying a spore suspension on the 3 - 4  leaf-stage, or by injecting 
the suspension of spores with a hypodermic syringe into the 5 - 7  still 
folded leaves. He found that the injection method was more efficient 
than the spraying method.
Yamasahi and Niizeki (118) evaluated the resistance to blast 
of introduced rice varieties by spraying at the seedling stage a spore 
suspension of 3 or 4 races of the blast fungus. They grew the fungus 
on a barley grain medium for 7-10 days and made a spore suspension of 
about 5,000-10,000 spores per cc of distilled water. They inoculated 
seedlings at the 4-leaf stage using 60 cc of the suspension per 200 
plants, and after 7-10 days recorded the infection type.
Padmanabhan (92) described a method of artificial inoculation 
that has been used in India. A unit of 25 seedlings was raised for 
each variety in small pots of 6 inches diameter, using normal field soil 
mixed with a small amount of well-rotten farmyard manure. Ammonium 
sulphate to approximate 40 lbs of nitrogen per acre was applied to the 
pots when the plants were 30-40 days old. The spore suspension was 
prepared from a culture of the fungus in oatmeal agar containing thia­
mine and biothin and incubated at about 25° C for 7-12 days. The sus- . 
pension was prepared with sterile water or a solution of gelatine (0.25 
per cent) + sodium oleate (0.05 per cent). The seedling leaves were 
first wet with water and then sprayed with the spore suspension. To 
provide humid conditions the inoculated plants were covered with a wet 
cloth curtain suspended from a wooden frame about six feet high. Inocu­
lation was done after sunset and seedlings were kept in the wet cloth 
chamber until about 8:00 the following morning.
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To score the infection, according to Padmanabhan (loc. cit.), 
the extent of development of the individual spots as well as the number 
of spots which developed on a leaf were considered. Indexes for type 
of spots and number of spots and their numerical values were given. A 
criterion for classifying the varieties into very resistant, resistant, 
moderately resistant, moderately susceptible, and susceptible was 
described.
In Taiwan, according to Chang (32), artificial inoculations 
were used at one time to induce blast infection at seedling stage. But 
since it was found later that the reaction of the varieties to blast 
in the growing season differed from that in the seedling stage, special 
areas where favorable conditions existed for natural infection were 
selected to grow the progenies. According to Chang, et al., (34) the 
blast nurseries are placed in locations where the disease occurs in 
the first crop and occasionally in the second. Individual seedlings 
are transplanted in the nursery and spaced 20 cm apart in 25 cm rows. 
Heavy application of nitrogenous fertilizers (120-160 Kg of nitrogen/ 
ha) are made. The fields are alternately flooded and drained to induce 
heavy disease incidence. Susceptible varieties are interplanted among 
the test materials to insure uniform spread of the disease.
Further, Chang, £t: al., (34) stated that to make observations 
of leaf-blast, 12 classes of disease development were established, 
varying from no diseased leaf surface to complete infection of the entire 
plant. The lesion types were classified as immune (I), resistant (R), 
intermediate (M) , and susceptible (S). The neck reaction was rated 
as follows: 0-10 per cent, highly resistant (HR); 11-30 per cent, 
resistant (R); 31-50 per cent, moderately resistant (MR); 51-70 per 
cent, moderately susceptible (MS); 71-90 per cent, susceptible (S);
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91-100 per cent, highly susceptible (HS).
Hashioka (46) reported that the reaction of rice varieties to 
P. oryzae may be determined 4-6 days after inoculating the coleoptiles 
of germinating seedlings in petri dishes. Thus, early screening of breed­
ing lines can be done.
Chiu, et al., (35) reported that in race identification, seedl­
ings at the 3 to 5 leaf stage were inoculated by spraying a spore
suspension onto the leaves. An inoculum having a spore concentration of 
10-20 spores per low power microscope field (100-150X) was used. Then 
the plants were kept for 14-20 hours under a polyethylene sheet on a 
wooden frame, where humidity was maintained at the saturation point.
The temperature varied from 10 to 35° C. Plant reactions were deter­
mined 4-9 days after inoculation.
In Ceylon, according to Peiris and Marks (98), varietal resist­
ance to blast was determined by growing the test plants in highland
nursery beds close to each other and with heavy top dressing of ammonium 
sulphate. Diseased paddy straw and leaves were sprinkled among the 
rows 7 days after sowing. The beds were watered thoroughly to enable 
the disease to spread rapidly. Disease assessments were recorded 
according to a standard scale using the approximate leaf area destroyed 
and expressed as percentage of the total leaf area.
In the United States, testing for reaction to blast by artificial 
inoculation was started early in the century. According to Sohm (108), 
Fulton in 1908 reported 3 forms of inoculation tests: a) a suspension 
in sterile distilled water of macerated tissues from affected areas of 
the neck, b) a similar suspension of material from the neck region which 
had been kept in moist chamber until spore formation was abundant, 
c) a suspension in sterile distilled water of spores and some mycelium
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from pure cultures on steamed rice leaves. The spore suspension was 
applied at the higher region of the uppermost leaves of the rice plant. 
Infection was obtained at various stages of plant growth.
Later, in 1946, Andersen and Henry (7) reported the use of 
sodium oleate and gelatine as wetting and adhesive agents to increase 
the effectiveness of conidial suspensions of the blast fungus. A solu­
tion containing 0.05 per cent of sodium oleate and 0.25 per cent 
gelatine was the most effective spreader-sticker combination. This 
combination increased the number of leaf infections per plant many 
times over that effected by conidia in water suspension and at the 
same time gave a more uniform distribution of leaf infections over the 
entire surface of the leaf.
In 1947, Andersen, et^  al., (8 ) reported that exposure of inocu­
lated plants to continued wetness for 16 to 24 hours at temperatures 
between 24° and 28° C resulted in maximum infection with the blast 
fungus. No infection resulted from exposure of less than 10 hours.
They also observed that a minimum period of 6 days after inoculation 
was necessary to develop a stage capable of producing conidia which 
in turn acted as inoculum for secondary spread.
In recent studies Latterell, et al., (70) reported a standard 
procedure for testing of varieties and evaluation of infection. Stock 
cultures were carried in two ways: 1) on rice polish agar slants at 
room temperature for ready access, and 2) on sterilized rice nodes in 
50-ml Erlenmeyer flasks stored in a freezer at -18° C. Cultures to 
be tested for pathogenicity were grown on rice polish agar in 300 ml 
Erlenmeyer flasks poured to a depth of about 17 mm. A special plastic 
pot suitable in size for growing plants was described. Seeds were 
planted 10 to a pot in methyl bromide-fumigated soil of a 1:1 mixture
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of composited soil and peat, fertilized at mixing with 5-10-10 NPK to 
give approximately 190 lbs. of nitrogen per acre. Plants kept for more 
than four weeks were fertilized weekly with urea or 15-30-15 and with 
chelated iron during the winter. Plants at the 3- to 4-leaf stage were 
inoculated by spraying 15-20 pots with 50 ml of a spore suspension from 
a 125 ml flask by means of a De Vilbiss No. 170 surgeon's atomizer 
attached to a hose on a compressed air line. Inoculated plants were 
incubated for 16 hours in a dew chamber adjusted to an air temperature 
of 26°-28° C, with a water temperature below the pots of 33° C, so that 
dew condensed on the cooler leaf surfaces.
Atkins and Johnston (22) in 1965, studying the inheritance in 
rice of reaction to races 1 and 6 of P^ oryzae, described a procedure 
to evaluate the blast reaction. Seedling plants to be inoculated were 
grown in a greenhouse. Soil used was Beaumont clay supplemented with 
ammonium sulphate at the rate of 100 lbs of nitrogen per acre. The F  ^
plants were grown in 3-gal. pots with 4 plants per pot. F^ and F^ 
seedlings were grown in short rows. The inoculum of _P. oryzae was grown 
in rice polish agar in petri plates. It was scraped from the agar plates 
into an aqueous solution containing 0.25 per cent gelatin and 0.05 per 
cent sodium oleate and mixed in a food blender for 2 minutes.
Atkins and Johnston (loc. cit.) inoculated the F^ plants by 
rubbing the youngest leaf between the thumb and index finger, which had 
been dipped into the inoculum. Inoculum was applied to the F^ and F^ 
plants as a mist with a schrader spray gun. The inoculated plants were 
held at high humidity for 24 hours after inoculation, and then placed 
on a greenhouse bench. Leaf reaction types were determined about 10 
days after inoculation and the plants were classified as resistant or 
susceptible.
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Bi Breeding for blast resistance
Screening for blast resistant varieties, according to Atkins, 
et al., (19) was started in the United States in the early part of this 
century by Metcalf and Fulton. Some varieties were classified as highly 
resistant.
According to Padmanabhan (92), breeding for blast resistance 
was started in India when a devasting epidemic occurred in 1919. 
Varieties grown in Madras differed in their reaction to the disease.
In Japan, according to Ito (55) , systematic rice breeding for 
resistance to blast began in 1927. Norin No. 6 , highly resistant to 
neck blast but not to leaf blast, was bred in 1935, and Norin No. 8 , 
resistant to leaf blast but not to neck blast, was bred in 1936. Hybrids 
between these 2 varieties were made in 1935 and 2 varieties, Norin No.
22 and Norin No. 23 were selected which were resistant to both leaf and 
neck infection.
As a result of hybridizations conducted in Japan since 1943, be­
tween foreign resistant varieties and japonica susceptible varieties, 
the varieties Kanto Nos. 51, 52, 53, 54, and Kanto No. 55, have been 
released. All have shown higher resistance to blast than any variety 
of Japan (6 8).
According to Ghose and Butany (42), work on breeding strains 
resistant to blast was taken up in Madras (India) as early as 1926 and 
has since been intensively pursued. Two strains, Co.25 and Co.26, were 
evolved from the cross Co.4 x Adt.10.
Later, Padmanabhan (90) reported that the strains ADT.25, T6517, 
T6522, and T6538 had been released as resistant to blast in the Madras 
state. According to Abdul (1), the strains T6522 and T6538 were derived 
from the crosses Co.13 x Co.4 and GEB.24 x Co.4, respectively. T6522
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as Co.29 and T6538 as Co.31 were released in 1960 and marked an important 
step for the needs of growers in the different parts of the state.
Ou (84), in Taiwan, reported that nearly 1,000 varieties have 
been tested for blast resistance and over 170 varieties showed resist­
ance. Crosses between Ponlai (suspectible) and native varieties (resist­
ant) had been made since 1950 in the hope of developing resistant 
varieties of the ponlai type.
Cralley in 1940 (Atkins, et al., 19), reported that Zenith,
Asahi, Arkansas Fortuna, Nira and Acadia varieties were resistant to neck 
blast in Arkansas, whereas several other varieties were classified as 
moderately resistant. Zenith was highly recommended for areas where 
blast might be expected to occur.
Narasinga Rao, et al., (78) in India, reported that a selection 
known as M.42 had been found to be tolerant to £. oryzae, especially in 
later plantings.
Chang (32) reported in 1959 that the varieties Chia-nung 242, 
Taichung 178 and 179, and Kaohsiung-yu 71 had been developed as resist­
ant to blast in Taiwan.
Bernaux (26), in France, reported that varietal differences in 
susceptibility to P. oryzae were observed. Americano 1600, Senatore 
Novelli and Adelaide Chiapelli all proved resistant. Oryzae species 
with 48-chromosomes, such as 0. latifolia, were more resistant than 
species with 24 chromosomes.
Fernando and Weeraratne (41) reported that Ceylon varieties in 
production 15 years were susceptible and that new varieties were resist­
ant. The resistant variety H4, obtained from the cross Mas (susceptible) 
x Murungakayan 302 (resistant) had been released and proved to be 
widely adapted.
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In 1961, Templeton, et al,, (114) reported that Gulfrose, 
Lacrosse and Zenith were resistant to leaf spot stage of blast in both 
greenhouse and field tests in Arkansas and to rotten-neck stage in field 
tests.
Padmanabhan (92) reported in 1963, that the pure line cultures 
BCP-1 and BCP-2 were spotted as resistant to the disease in the 1942 
epidemic at Andhra Pradesh (India). After a series of trials the two 
were released in 1948 to replace the popular Malogolukulu. Later, 
from hybrids of Co.4, BCP-1, BCP-2 and BCP-6 as resistant parents, and 
several susceptible Andhra Pradesh strains, 11 varieties had been re­
leased for cultivation on the basis of blast resistance and yield.
Padmanabhan (loc. cit.) also reported that in Mysore state 
12 improved varieties had been classified as moderately resistant to 
blast and S67 and 624 were markedly free from infection. He also 
stated that several hybrid varieties resistant to blast had been de­
veloped at the Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh and Kashmir Experimental 
Stations. These varieties before being released were sent for district 
trials.
Ito (55) reported that the variety Kusabue, obtained from the 
cross between Kanto 53 (resistant) and Norin 29 (Susceptible), was 
released as highly resistant to blast and proved to be the leading 
variety in the Kanto District. He also listed several resistant varie­
ties which had been released in Japan up to 1963.
Katsuya (6 6 ), searching for sources of resistant to blast in 
Japan, reported that 92 strains of 20 species of genus Oryza, 3 inter­
specific Oryza hybrids, 2 strains of Ziaania latifolia and one strain 
of Chikusichloa aquatica, were tested in the greenhouse with 2 isolates 
of P. oryzae, namely P-2 and 54-04. The results showed that species 0.
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sativa f. spontanea, 0 . perennis, 0 . barthii, £. staphii, and 0 . bre- 
viligulata, which are closely related to cultivated rice, exhibited 
either resistance or susceptibility to both isolates. Other plant 
species which are distantly related to cultivated rice were susceptible 
or moderately resistant. Zizania latifolia was highly resistant while 
jC. aquatica was susceptible.
In Italy, Favero (40) reported that Rizzato 76/7, a selection 
from the commercial variety Rizzrotto, and Originario Leucino, a 
selection of Cody, were selected as resistant varieties to blast.
Abeygunawardena (3) reported that of 714 hybrid rice selections 
tested only 32 were suitable for further selection and breeding against 
blast disease. The H-4 and Murungakayan 302 varieties previously 
resistant, showed lesions of a virulent type presumably caused by a new 
strain of the pathogen.
According to Dasanda (37), the blast program in Thailand started 
in 1957 with simple tests in a farmer's field near the Bangkhen Rice 
Experiment Station, where a severe attack of blast on a variety, Khao 
Setti, was observed in 1956. In further tests, four varieties Lai 
Luang 17, Pah 23, SM8 and SM6 , were found to be free from disease. From 
1960 on, all hybridization work has been carried out with resistance 
to blast as one of the main requirements. Several crosses between 
resistant, moderately resistant and susceptible varieties were made 
in 1960-1962, and various lines in Fg and Fg generations were found 
resistant to blast.
According to Atkins, et al., (19) a coordinated program of test­
ing and breeding rice for resistance to blast was started in the United 
States in 1959. The program was based on the concept of reaction to 
specific races of P. oryzae rather than to blast of rice.
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Atkins and Jodon (20) reported that the reaction of each of the 
United States rice varieties to P. Oryzae races 1-8 had ^aen determined 
since this basic information was needed for planning a breeding program 
for blast resistance. The varieties and their reactions were described. 
While none of the varieties were resistant to all 8 races, sources of 
resistance to each race were present. Zenith, Gulfrose, and Improved 
Blue Rose were resistant to 6 races. Nira and Mo.R-500 were resistant 
to 7 races. Gulfrose and Zenith, resistant to races 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , and 
8 but susceptible to races 1 and 7, had been crossed with varieties 
resistant to race 1, including Nato, Arkrose, and certain experimental 
varieties. Several early selections had been screened in greenhouse 
inoculation tests for resistance to races 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , and 8 .
Chang, e_t al_., (34) and Ou (8 6) reported in 1963 the progress 
made in Taiwan in developing resistant varieties to blast. Eleven 
varieties and lines that had been developed in different experimental 
stations were described as resistant to blast.
In the Philippines, out of 110 varieties, Tetep, Co.25, B51,
Jin Jeung Suwon, Dular, Kataktara DA2, Taichung 181 and Zenith were 
reported as resistant to all or nearly all of 40 isolates of P. oryzae, 
consisting of about a dozen races (10).
Poonai (100) reported that the varieties B.G. 6044 and B.G.
6047, derived from the cross D 52-37 x Ven 9, were developed to combine 
high resistance to blast and high yeilding capacity.
Bollich (29) reported that in 1962 additional crosses had been 
made to provide segregating populations for selection of superior 
agronomic types combined with resistance to hoja blanca and blast.
In 1963 2 varieties, Northrose and Vegold, were released in 
Arkansas. The former was classed as resistant to races 1, 5, 8 , and
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10 but susceptible to races 2, 3, 4, 6 , 7, and 16. The latter was 
resistant to races 2 , 4 and 6 , and moderately susceptible to race 1 of 
P. oryzae (61, 62).
Later, Templeton (113) reported that Nova, selected from the 
cross Lacrosse x Zenith-Nira, was released in 1963. Nova had shown a 
much higher degree of resistance to rotten neck blast in Arkansas field 
tests than Nato as well as in Louisiana and Texas. Greenhouse tests 
indicated that Nova was resistant to races 2, 3 and 6 and susceptible 
to races 7 and 8 of £. oryzae (63).
In Thailand, Hashioka (45) reported that a few highly resist­
ant lines were found suitable for further breeding work; these include 
the line Hin Gawn and the varieties Leuang Tawung and Leuang Thah Sung.
Yamasaki and Niizelci (118) reported that 357 varieties belong­
ing to 0 . sativa, which were collected from various districts of the 
world, 50 varieties of 0. glaberrima and 38 samples belonging to 12 
species of wild rice were tested against 3 or 4 races of P. oryzae.
The majority of 0. sativa varieties of the indica type introduced from 
Southeastern Asia, and most of the varieties of 0. glaberrima, were 
highly resistant to all 3 races, while most of the Japanese varieties 
and the japonica types introduced from Egypt, the Philippines, Taiwan 
and the United States were susceptible to them. Wide variation in 
resistance was observed within each species of wild rice, indicating 
that there is no correlation between genome constitution and resistance.
Chandler (31) reported that of 8,000 rice varieties tested at 
the International Rice Research Institute since its establishment at 
Los Banos, Philippines, in 1962, 1,500 were rated highly resistant to 
P. oryzae. By artificial inoculation in the greenhouse, the following 
varieties proved resistant to all prevailing races in the Philippines:
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Pah Lenad III, KPF6 , Padang Trengganu, Kongo Br. No. 1, Kataktara DA2, 
CP231 x H012, Mo.R-500 x Nato, Taichung 181, and K10B-28-1 (11).
Jodon and Atkins (58) reported that Saturn, a medium grain 
variety resistant to blast, was released to growers in 1964. Saturn 
was selected from the cross Lacrosse x Magnolia made in 1944 at the 
Rice Experimental Station, Crowley, Louisiana. Saturn showed resist­
ance to the prevalent races 1 and 6 and also to races 2 , 3, 4, 8 , and 
16 of P. oryzae.
Padmanabhan, ^t a_l. , (95) selected early varieties combined 
with blast resistance and reported that of 490 accessions from India 
and other parts of the world, the varieties Si Kong-Ya from China, 
Aichiasahi from Japan, Surli Black from India, and Seluz 44 from 
Australia were resistant and 8 others were moderately resistant to P. 
oryzae.
Mathur and Chauhan (75) reported that in tests carried out 
with 72 varieties during 1961-63, only the Cuttack varieties AC 2250, 
AC2489, Hyb. Cutt. 1 and S67 were resistant to the heavy epiphytotic 
of blast that occurred in 1963. Some of the varieties that were re­
ported previously as moderately resistant or resistant became suscep­
tible .
Jodon (57) reported that extra-early selections (100 days) 
were exposed to a leaf blast epidemic and few lines proved to be high­
ly resistant. A large number of crosses were made in 1963 arid 1964 
looking toward the incorporation of blast resistance into types of 
varieties which will stand well and give maximum returns in response 
to heavy fertilization and improved cultural practices.
Bollich, et a1., (30) in 1966, reported that Dawn, CI9534, a 
blast resistant, early maturing, long grain variety was developed at
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the Rice-Pasture Research and Extension Center, Beaumont, Texas.
Dawn was developed from the cross CP231 x H012-1-1, made in 1950.
They indicated that an outstanding characteristic of Dawn is its re­
sistance to North American races of P. oryzae. Dawn was included in 
special blast nursery tests in Texas, Louisiana, and Arkansas since 
1960, and it had consistently shown a resistant reaction to the disease 
in all tests. On the basis of several greenhouse reaction tests, Dawn
showed resistance to United States races 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , 8 , 16 and
19 and moderate resistance to race 7 of the blast fungus.
Jodon and Sonnier (59) reported the performance of Dawn in 
Louisiana and considered that with this variety growers of long-grain 
rice in this state could expect to see practically blast free crops and 
increased production in their rice fields. Among otherwise suitable 
long-grain selections tested at the Rice Experiment Station in recent 
years, Dawn had shown the blast resistance needed for Louisiana condi­
tions .
Similarly, Johnston, ej: al», (64) reported that Dawn showed a 
much higher degree of resistance to rice blast than Bluebonnet 50, Belle 
Patna, Bluebelle, and Vegold in Arkansas. On the basis that in recent
years much of the blast damage in Arkansas had occurred in the northern
half of the rice area, and because Dawn is 2 weeks earlier than Blue­
bonnet 50, they recommended Dawn to be grown in this area.
In 1966, Padmanabhan and Kameswar Row (96) reported that more 
than 250 varieties of a uniform blast nursery were tested for blast 
resistance during the last 3 years in India in the following 6 centers: 
Cuttack, Deras, Coimbatore, Kalimpong, Lonavala and Srinagar. From 
these tests 18 varieties from Japan and Taiwan which were highly yield­
ing responsive to fertilization were resistant to blast. These
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varieties were recommended for testing their suitability for introduc­
tion in Northern hilly tracts of India.
In 1966, it was reported from Thailand that about 1,048 varieties 
or selection lines were tested for blast resistance in 18 different 
experiment stations. Nine hundred and three varieties or lines were 
resistant to blast in some experiment stations, whereas only a few of 
them were resistant in all experiment stations. Out of 90 varieties 
from regional trials which were included in the test, the varieties Daw 
Leuang 8 8 , Dawk Mali 3, Khao Pahk Maw 17, and B.K. 293 were resistant 
to blast, but not in all experiment stations (12).
In 1966, Ou (87) reported that over 8,000 varieties of the world 
collection of IRRI were tested for blast resistance at Los Banos. Over 
300 of them remained highly resistant after five repeated tests.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ten seeds from the cross Colusa x Zenith, which had been made 
in the summer of 1964 in the greenhouse, were sown in two-gallon pots 
(two seeds/pot) under greenhouse conditions on January 23, 1965. Seeds 
of the pdrents were also planted under the same conditions.
This cross was selected because of known differences in the
parents in reaction to the 4 pathologic races of oryzae tested in the
present study. Colusa was known to be resistant to race IB-5 (US 1) and
susceptible to races IC-3 (US 16), IG-1 (US 6) and IH-1 (US 2). Zenith 
was known to be susceptible to race IB-5 (US 1) and resistant to races 
IC-3 (US 16), IG-1 (US 6) and IH-1 (US 2).
The origin of the parental varieties involved in the cross has
been described by Johnston (60) as follows: Colusa (Cl.1600, FAO G.S.
No. 213) was selected in 1911 by Charles E. Chambliss and J. Mitchell 
Jenkins at the Rice Experiment Station, Crowley, Louisiana, from Chinese, 
a variety introduced from Italy in 1909 by Haven Metclaf. Colusa was 
tested at the Biggs Rice Field Station and seed was distributed in 1917 
and 1918. This variety was first distributed as "No. 1600" but was 
named Colusa in 1920. It is a short grain, awnless and early maturing 
variety that heads and matures quite uniformly and produces relatively 
high yields on fertile land. Colusa has yielded well in Missouri and
fairly well on fertile land in Arkansas but is too early for successful
growth in Louisiana and Texas.
Zenith (Cl. 7787, FAO G.S. No. 206) originated as the progeny
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from one of several early panicle selections obtained by Glen K. Alter 
from a field of Blue Rose near DeWitt, Arkansas, in 1930. The following 
year Alter gave the panicles to C. Roy Adair for growing at the Rice 
Branch Experiment Station, Stuttgart, Arkansas. The ^ panicles were sown 
at Stuttgart in 1931 and the best rows harvested separately for growing 
and testing. One of these strains, Arkansas No. 141-8, appeared to be 
outstanding, so was increased and grown in field plots in 1934. After 
additional testing, Arkansas No. 141-8 was named Zenith and seed was 
distributed to growers in 1936. Zenith is an early-maturing, awnless 
variety with rough hulls (Johnston, 60).
From the seeds sown in the greenhouse, 10 plafcts were ob­
tained. Nine plants were true hybrids, but one plant was found to have 
resulted from self-fertilization and was eliminated. The plants were 
identified by numbers from 1 to 9 and the seeds of each plant were har­
vested individually on May 25, 1965. Seeds of the parents were also 
harvested at the same time.
Four F^ plants, Nos. 1, 2, 5 and 6 , which produced the highest 
number of seeds were selected to grow the F 2 population. This was 
grown in the field at the Rice Experiment Station, Crowley, Louisiana. 
Approximately 200 seeds of each F^ plant were sown in 20 foot rows on 
June 14, 1965. The rows were 12 inches apart and the seeds were spaced 
12 inches within rows.
Reserve seed of the above selected F^ plants along with seed of
the parents were kept in storage for use in later greenhouse tests.
On October 11, 1965, F2 plants were harvested individually. A
precaution was taken to prevent mixtures at the time of harvesting.
Each F2 plant was numbered for identification, numbers 1 to 169 being 
assigned to the plants from the F^ plant No. 1; 170 to 311 to the plants
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from the F^ plant No. 2; 312 to 464 to plants from the plant No. 5, 
and 465 to 600 to the plants which originated from Fg plant No. 6 . All 
panicles of each plant were harvested, threshed and the Fg seed was 
kept in storage in individually labeled kraft envelopes until used in 
greenhouse tests.
P. oryzae isolates numbered 59-L-13, 64-T-5, 64-T-20 and D-603, 
representative of the races IB-5 (US 1), IC-3 (US 16), IG-1 (US 6) and 
IH-1 (US 2), respectively, were tested in the present study. The isolates 
were obtained from Dr. John E. Atkins, Research Plant Pathologist, USDA, 
Beaumont, Texas.
The culture medium used for growing the fungus was prepared as 
follows: 20 g. of rice polish in 1,000 ml of distilled water were heated 
for 45-60 minutes at the boiling temperature. Then the medium was sieved 
through a triple layer of cheese cloth and brought back , to' the 1,000 ml 
volume by adding distilled water. Fifteen g. of agar were added to the 
above solution. In order to dissolve the agar and obtain an even dis­
tribution of it, the culture medium was reheated for about 10-15 minutes.
The culture medium was poured into 250 ml. Erlenmeyer flasks and 
in test tubes, plugged with cotton, and sterilized at 15 pounds of 
pressure for half an hour.
The culture medium in the test tubes was utilized to grow the 
transfers from the original isolates in order to keep and maintain pure 
the particular isolate.
When needed, culture medium in the Erlehmeyer flasks was 
heated and poured into sterile petri dishes for transfer of the fungus. 
Transfers were made onto the medium in petri dishes using a sterile 
transfer needle. The fungus was allowed to grow at room temperature for 
8-12 days and sporulate abundantly before using it for inoculation of
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rice plants. The sporulation of the fungus was checked every 2 days by 
preparing slides and observing under the microscope.
In order to be acquainted with the inoculation techniques, pre­
liminary tests were made with 5 varieties, including the parental varie­
ties. The varieties used in the preliminary tests were Gulfrose, Nato, 
Saturn, and the parents Colusa and Zenith. Seed of these varieties was 
obtained from Mr. Nelson Jodon, USDA, Rice Experiment Station, Crowley, 
Louisiana.
The reaction of these varieties to the races IB-5 (US 1), IC-3 
(US 16), IG-1 (US 6) and IH-1 (US 2) of _P. oryzae has been reported by 
Atkins (18) as follows: Gulfrose: resistant to races IC-3 (US 16), IG-1 
(US 6) and IH-1 (US 2), and susceptible to race IB-5 (US 1); Nato: re­
sistant to races IB-5 (US 1) and IH-1 (US 2), and susceptible to races 
IC-3 (US 16) and IG-1 (US 6); Saturn: resistant to all 4 races; Colusa: 
resistant to race IB-5 (US 1) and susceptible to races IC-3 (US 16),
IG-1 (US 6) and IH-1 (US 2); and Zenith: susceptible to race IB-5 (US 1) 
and resistant to races IC-3 (US 16), lG-% (US 6) and IH-1 (US 2).
Three preliminary tests were made with races IB-5 (US 1) and
IG-1 (US 6) during late February and early March of 1966. The prelimi­
nary tests with races IC-3 (US 16) and IH-1 (US 2) were made in October 
of 1966.
Seedling plants to be inoculated were grown in a greenhouse.
Soil used consisted of a mixture prepared with river sand and Oliver 
silt loam in a 1:1 ratio. The and F^ seedlings and those of varieties 
to be tested were grown in galvanized iron flats of 15" x 21" size filled 
with the soil mixture. In each flat were grown 12 rows of F2 plants or
F^ lines and varieties; in each row 20 seeds were sown. The rows were
identified by wooden stakes with the corresponding number of each line
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or variety.
seedlings from the 4 plants selected to grow the popu­
lation, were grown in 5 flats. Two rows of each parent were included 
for comparison.
For the tests of F^ seedlings, 6 flats were used at each inocu­
lation with a total of 65 lines. As checks, 2 rows of each parent and 1 
row of each of the varieties Gulfrose, Nato and Saturn were included.
A total of 207 F^ lines were tested for reaction to each race, using 
approximately 20 F^ plants for each test.
After the seeds had been planted in the flats, the soil was kept 
wet. The seedlings were top dressed with a complete (12-12-12) fertili­
zer 3-4 days before the inoculation. Inoculation with a conidial 
suspension of each race of P. oryzae was made when the plants were at 
the 2-3 leaf stage.
The inoculations on the hybrid material with races IB-5 (US 1) 
and IG-1 (US 6) were made during April and May, and those with races 
IC-3 (US 16) and IH-1 (US 2) during October and November of 1966.
The conidial suspension was prepared by scraping the conidia from 
the rice polish agar in petri dishes into a stock solution containing the 
wetting and adhesive agents used to increase the effectiveness of inocu­
lation, as described by Andersen and Henry (7). The stock solution was 
prepared by dissolving 2.5 g. of gelatin and 0.50 of sodium oleate in 
1,000 ml. of distilled water.
The spores from 8 petri dishes were suspended in 400 ml of the 
stock solution to inoculate 6 flats, each flat containing approximately 
240 seedlings. The conidia were collected by pouring a little of the 
stock solution on the rice polish agar petri dished and scraping the 
surface lightly with a bent flat needle. The inoculum was mixed
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thoroughly by use of a food blender for one minute to get a good distri­
bution of the conidia. Concentration of coindia in the inoculum was 
checked by examining a drop of the inoculum under the microscope. A 
concentration of conidia which varied from 10-20 spores per low power 
microscope field (10X x 15X) was used to make the inoculations.
The inoculations were made late in the afternoon, using a hand 
sprayer. The seedlings were sprayed until the leaves were completely 
wetted. The inoculations were made inside of a chamber which consisted 
of a wooden frame covered entirely with polyethylene. The base of the
chamber was covered with a double layer of polyethylene so that it could
be flooded. The front flap of the chamber was attached so that it could
be open and closed. The size of the chamber was enough to handle 6 flats
at a time.
One day before inoculation the chamber was flooded to a depth of 
2-3 inches and the front flap was closed with tacks to establish and 
maintain a high humidity. After the inoculation, the chamber was kept 
closed in order to maintain the relative humidity as close to 100 per 
cent as possible. To avoid escapes, the seedlings were reinoculated 
after 24 hours.
The inoculated seedlings were kept inside the chamber for 3-4 
days, after which they were moved outside to another bench in the green­
house and sprayed with water twice a day. After 24 hours of the second 
inoculation, the front flap was partially opened when the temperature 
inside the chamber became excessively high.
Seven to 8 days after the first inoculation the plants were 
observed on a single plant basis and the lesion type was scored. The 
susceptible plants were removed and the remaining plants were kept for 
an additional period of about 7 days and checked a second time.
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To score the reaction of the rice seedlings to blast, the leaf- 
reaction types were considered as the criterion. The reaction of the 
seedlings of the parental varieties was also considered for comparison.
The revised scale of reaction types delineated by Latterell, 
et al., (70) was used to evaluate the infection types on the leaves of 
seedlings. With this scale, 6 types of lesions, designated 0, 1, 2, 3,
4 and 5, were recognized.
"Type 0", no evidence of infection, or faint chlorotic flecks at 
most;
"Type 1", brown pin point lesions;
"Type 2", small irregularly shaped brown lesions 0.5-1.0 mm in
diameter, or tiny white spots;
"Type 3", small eyespots 2-3 mm in diameter with gray centers
surrounded by brown necrotic areas, interspersed with 
type 2 lesions;
"Type 4", large grayish-drab eyespots that enlarge to as much 
as 15 mm in length;
"Type 5", lesions at first similar to type 4, but enlarging morfi'
rapidly with an apparent "toxic" effect that causes
early death of the plants.
The lesion types 0, 1 and 2 were considered as an indication of 
a resistant reaction; type 3, as a moderately resistant reaction, and 
types 4 and 5 as an indication of a susceptible reaction.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental results and discussion of the present study 
are reported in three principal sections, as follows:
1. Preliminary tests on the reaction of 5 check varieties
to international blast races IB-5 (US 1), IG-1 (US 6 ),
IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 (US 16).
2. Inheritance of reaction to international blast races IB-5 
(US 1), IG-1 (US 6), IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 (US 16) in
F2 and Fg populationsiof the cross Colusa x Zenith.
3. Associations of reaction to international blast races
IB-5 (US 1), IG-1 (US 6)} IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 (US 16),
among F 3 families from the cross Colusa x Zenith.
1. Preliminary tests on the reaction of 5 check varieties to inter­
national blast races IB-5 (US 1), IG-1 (US 6), IH-1 (US 2) and
IC-3 (US 16).
The preliminary tests were carried out with 5 varieties of known 
reactions to international races IB-5 (US 1), IG-1 (US 6), IH-1 (US 2) 
and IC-3 (US 16). The main purpose of conducting these tests was to 
become acquainted with the techniques and materials that have been 
employed in artificial inoculations for obtaining reliable results from 
infection of blast disease on rice seedlings.
Three preliminary tests were made with races IB-5 (US 1) and . 
IG-1 (US 6 ) during late February and early March of 1966. The results
of the first 2 tests were inconclusive. Little infection was obtained
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on seedlings of susceptible varieties and several plants escaped infec­
tion. Because of this, these tests were not considered successful and 
readings on reaction of the varieties were of no value. In the third 
test, the seedlings were inoculated at the 2 leaf: stage with a conidial 
suspension.having a concentration of 10-20 spores per field under the 
low power objective of the microscope (10X x 15X). The seedlings were 
reinoculated 24 hours after the first inoculation. A satisfactory 
degree of infection was obtained this time and the seedlings were 
classified one week afterward.
The reactions of the 5 check varieties obtained in the third 
test with races IB-5 (US 1) of 1?. oryzae are presented in Table 5. The 
seedlings of each variety were classified into the 6 lesion types that 
were described under Materials and Methods. The lesion types 0, 1 and 
2 were considered as an indication of a resistant reaction; the lesion 
type 3 as a moderately resistant reaction; and the lesion types 4 and 
5 as an indication of a susceptible reaction. As shown in Table 5, the 
seedlings of Colusa were classified into the lesion types 0, 1 and 3, 
and those of Nato and Saturn into the lesion types 0, 1 and 2. Thus, 
the seedlings of these varieties were classified as resitant, except 
for one seedling of Colusa that showed a moderately resistant reaction. 
This unusual seedling was assumed to be a result of a mechanical mixture. 
The seedlings of Gulfrose and Zenith were classified as having lesion 
types 4 and 5, indicating a susceptible reaction. The reactions of 
these varieties to race IB-5 (US 1) showed an agreement with the re­
actions reported previously by Atkins (18).
The reactions of the 5 check varieties to race IG-1 (US 6) are 
presented in Table 6 . The seedlings of Colusa and Nato were classified 
as susceptible, except for one seedling of Colusa and 2 of Nato which
Table 5. Reaction of five rice varieties to race IB-5 (US 1) of P.
oryzae .C.av.
Varieties
Number of plants 
in lesion types 
0 1 2 3 4 . 5
Number of plants 
in disease class(l) 
R MR S
Reaction
obtained
classes
Known
(2)
Colusa 11 15 1 26 1 R R
Zenith 16 13 29 S S
Saturn 5 22 2 29 R R
Gulfrose 13 8 21 S S
Nato 3 18 3 24 R R
(1) R = Resistant, lesion types 0, 1 and 2 
MR = Moderately Resistant, lesion type 3
S = Susceptible, lesion types 4 and 5
(2) Data from Atkins (18)
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Table 6. Reaction of five rice varieties to race IG-1 (US 6) of P^.
oryzae Cav.
Varieties
Number of plants 
in lesion types 
0 1 2  3 4 5
Number of plants 
in disease class(l) 
R MR S
Reaction
obtained
classes
Known
(2)
Colusa 1 13 19 1 32 S S
Zenith 11 23 34 R R
Saturn 3 17 2 22 R R
Gulfrose 3 17 20 R R
Nato 2 8 8 2 16 S S
(1) R = Resistant, lesion types 0, 1 and 2 
MR = Moderately Resistant, lesion type 3
S = Susceptible, lesion types 4 and 5
(2) Data from Atkins (18).
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showed a resistant reaction. This small number of unusual seedlings 
was considered a result of mechanical mixture. The seedlings of Gulf­
rose, Saturn and Zenith showed lesion types 0, 1 or 2, indicating 
a resistant reaction to race IG-1 (US 6 ). Again, the results were in 
agreement with the previously reported reactions, Colusa and Nato 
being susceptible to race IG-1 (US 6 ) and Gulfrose, Saturn and Zenith 
being resistant.
The preliminary tests with isolate D-603, representative of 
the international blast race IH-1, were made during October of 1966.
The reactions of the 5 check varieties to this race are shown in Table 
7. All seedlings of Colusa showed lesion types 4 and 5, indicating 
that this variety was susceptible to race IH-1 (US 2). Zenith, on 
the contrary, had all seedlings with lesion types 0 to 2 , indicating a 
resistant reaction. Saturn, Gulfrose and Nato, also had a resistant 
reaction, with all seedlings classified into the lesion types 1 and
2. Thus, the reaction of these varieties to race IH-1 (US 2) agreed 
with the reactions that had been reported by Atkins (18).
The reactions of the 5 varieties to race IC-3 (US 16) are pre­
sented in Table 8 . In this table are included the results of 2 tests 
that were made with this race. In the first test, 3 plants of Zenith 
had lesion type 3, which is considered a moderately resistant reaction. 
To determine whether this reaction was characteristic of Zenith or 
whether the 3 plants were a result of a mechanical mixture, a second 
test was made. This time pure seed of this variety obtained from 
plants grown in the greenhouse were employed. The results showed that 
all plants inoculated in this second test had lesion types of 0 and 1 
only. In view of these results the 3 plants with lesion type 3 obtained 
in the first tests may be considered as being mechanical mixtures.
Table 7. Reaction of five rice varieties to race IH-1 (US 2) of P.
oryzae Cav.
Varieties
Number of plants 
in lesion types 
0 1 2  3 4 5
Number of plants 
in disease class(1) 
R MR S
Reaction
obtained
classes
Known
(2)
Colusa 4 9 13 S S
Zenith 8 22 2 32 R R
Saturn 13 15 28 R R
Gulfrose 17 5 22 R R
Nato 16 6 22 R R
(1) R = Resistant lesion types 0, 1 and 2 
MR = Moderately Resistant, lesion type 3
S = Susceptible, lesion types 4 and 5
(2) Data from Atkins (18).
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Table 8. Reaction of five rice varieties to race IC-3 (US 16) of P.
oryzae Cav.
Varieties
Number of plants 
in lesion types 
0 1 2  3 4 5
Number of plants 
in disease class (1) 
R MR S
Reaction
obtained
classes
Known
(2)
Colusa 15 18 33 S S
Zenith 11 35 3 3 49 3 R R
Saturn 2 24 22 48 R R
Gulfrose 9 35 8 52 R R
Nato 1 3 12 21 18 4 12 39 I S
(1) R = Resistant, lesion types, 0, 1 and 2. 
MR = Moderately Resistant, lesion type 3
S = Susceptible, lesion types 4 and 5 
I = Inconclusive
(2) Data from Atkins (18)
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All seedlings of Colusa showed in both tests lesion types 4 and 5, 
indicating that this variety is highly susceptible to race IC-3 (US 16)
The seedlings of Gulfrose and Saturn showed resistant reactions 
with all plants having lesion types 0, 1 and 2. However, the seedlings 
of Nato showed a continuous range in reaction from lesion types 1 to 5. 
Among the 55 plants tested, 39 were susceptible, 12 were moderately 
resistant and 4 were resistant.
The results of these 2 tests indicated that Colusa was suscep­
tible to race IC-3 (US 16), and Zenith, Gulfrose and Saturn were resistant. 
The findings were in agreement with previously known reactions that
have been reported, except for the reaction of Nato, which was con­
sidered inconclusive.
Since the results of the reaction of all 5 varieties to inter­
national blast races IB-5 (US 1), IG-1 (US 6), IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 
(US 16) were in general agreement with previously known reactions of 
these varieties, it may be concluded that the techniques utilized in 
the present studies were satisfactory and that the fungus isolates 
59-L-13, 64-T-20, D-603 and 64-T-5 behaved as representative of the 
international races IB-5 (USl), IG-1 (US 6), IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 
(US 16), respectively.
2. Inheritance of reaction to international blast races IB-5
(US 1), IG-1 (US 6), IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 (US 16) in F2 and
Fg populations of the cross Colusa x Zenith
The inheritance of reaction to the international races IB-5
(US 1), IG-1 (US 6), IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 (US 16) was studied in the 
F2 and F^ populations derived from the cross Colusa x Zenith. The 
parents Colusa and Zenith had been reported as being different in their
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reaction to these races, Colusa being resistant to race IB-5 (US 1) 
and susceptible to races IG-1 (US 6), IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 (US 16).
On the contrary, Zenith had been reported to be susceptible to race 
IB-5 (US 1) and resistant to races IG-1 (US 6), IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 
(US 16).
A. Reaction of Parents, F2 and Fg populations to Race IB-5 (US 1)
The reactions of the parental varieties arid of 1,084 E2 plants to
infection with P. oryzae race IB-5 (US 1) are shown in Table 9. All
seedlings of Colusa showed lesion types of 0 and 1, indicating that 
this parent was highly resistant to race IB-5 (US 1). On the other
hand, Zenith was susceptible to race IB-5 (US 1), with all 40 plants
tested showing lesion types of 4 and 5 in almost equal numbers.
The reaction of the F2 plants, as presented in Table 9, showed
a segregation that covered the complete range of lesion types from 0 
to 5. Although the range was continuous the F^ population showed a 
bimodal distribution, with modes in the 1 and 4 lesion types, with the
larger number of plants in the type 1 lesion class. Thus, in spite of
the continuous distribution shown by the F^ plants, the results are 
more indicative of a qualitative form of inheritance, with dominance 
of resistance.
Of the 1,084 F2 plants, all except 92 were placed in lesion 
classes which were characteristic of the 2 parents, classes 0 , 1, 4 and 
5. If these 92 plants are omitted momentarily for consideration, the 
remaining 992 F2 plants can be placed into 2 phenotypic classes iden­
tical with the reactions of the parents. In an effort to make a genetic 
analysis of the F2 results, the plants which resembled the Colusa
Table 9. Reaction of parents and F2 population to race IB-5 (US 1) of
P. oryzae Cav.
Population Number of plants 
0 1 2
in
3
lesion
4
types
5
Colusa 7 18
Zenith 19 21
F 2
52 670 65 27 159 111
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parent, with lesion types 0 and 1 were classified as resistant while 
those which resembled the Zenith parent, with lesion types 4 and 5, 
were classified as susceptible. This classification gave 722 resist­
ant and 270 susceptible plants. These numbers represent a good fit 
to a ratio of 3 resistant plants to 1 susceptible plant, with a 
probability between 0.20 and 0.19.
The good fit to a 3 resistant:l susceptible ratio suggests 
strongly that reaction of Colusa and Zenith to race IB-5 (US 1) is 
governed by a single pair of genes, with resistance dominant over sus­
ceptibility .
The question of the appropriate classification for the 92 F^ 
plants which were placed in lesion classes 2 and 3 under the hypothesis 
that the difference between Colusa and Zenith for reaction to race IB-5 
(US 1) cannot be ignored. These 2 classes are generally considered to 
represent resistant reactions, particularly lesion type 2. Consequent­
ly, it would not be logical to combine them with the susceptible lesion 
types 4 and 5. If they are considered to closely related to lesion 
types 0 and 1 and are combined with these in a resistant phenotype, 
the number of resistant plants in F2 would be 992 while the number of 
susceptible plants would remain 270. These numbers of 992 resistant 
and 270 susceptible also represent a good fit to a ratio of 3 resistant; 
1 susceptible, with a very high probability of 0.95 - 0.90.
Thus, the F2 data support the hypothesis that the difference . 
in reaction of Colusa (resistant) and Zenith (susceptible) to race 
IB-5 (US 1) is controlled by one major pair of genes with the resistance 
of Colusa dominant. The tendency of a few F2 plants which apparently 
possess the gene for resistance to be only moderately resistant to 
race IB-5 (US 1) can be accounted for by assuming that the susceptible
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Zenith parent also possesses one or more minor or modifying genes which 
in the presence of the major gene for resistance from Colusa cause the 
plants to be only moderately resistant.
The reactions of the parents, Colusa and Zenith, and of 207 F^ 
families to race IB-5 (US 1), are presented in Table 10. Here again 
all plants of Colusa showed a markedly resistant reaction, with lesion 
types of 0 and 1. The 118 seedlings of Zenith showed a susceptible 
reaction, with most plants having a lesion type 5 and a few plants in 
lesion type 4.
Among the 207 families, 34 had plants with lesion types 0 
and 1. These families were considered similar to the Colusa parent 
and therefore were classified as definitely being homozygous resistant.
There were 15 additional F^ families in which no susceptible, 
lesion types 4 and 5, plants were found. In 14 of these families most 
of the plants had lesion types 0 and 1 or 1, characteristic of the 
resistant Colusa parent, but there were 1 to 4 plants per family with 
the slightly less resistant lesion type 2. Examples of this type of 
behavior are represented by families 4, 9, 11 and 51. The other F 3 family 
in this group, number 26, had 16 plants in lesion types 0 and 1, 3 
plants in lesion type 2 and 1 plant in lesion type 3, a moderately 
resistant class. Although none of the parents had plants with lesion 
types 2 and 3, in view of the fact that these lesion types represent 
a moderately resistant reaction, these 15 families were also considered 
as probably being homozygous resistant. When added to the 34 families 
with lesion types 0 and 1 only, it appeared that 49 of the 207 F^ families 
were probably homozygous for resistance to race IB-5 (US 1).
A second group, consisting of 112 F^ families, contained plants 
representing both resistant and susceptible reactions. However the
ith
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Reaction of parents and 207 families from the cross Colusa 
x Zenith to race IB-5 (US 1) of P. oryzae Cav.
Number of plants in lesion types Genoty
: :( D0 1 2 3 4 5
30 35 HR
18 100 HS
6 12 1 HR
3 14 HR
8 11 1 HR
2 15 3 HR
6 12 1 HR
11 9 HR
6 10 3 1 HR
2 16 2 HR
6 13 1 HR
3 17 HR
5 15 HR
16 4 HR
13 6 1 HR
7 12 HR
2 17 HR
6 14 HR
5 13 HR
13 7 HR
5 14 1 HR
7 12 HR
7 14 HR
11 5 HR
8 11 1 HR
5 13 HR
4 16 HR
6 14 HR
5 14 HR
1 19 HR
7 12 HR
19 1 HR
19 1 HR
18 HR
1 19 HR
15 3 1 HR
14 5 HR
18 3 HR
13 8 HR
12 „8 HR
11 9 HR
7 13 HR
14 5 HR
7 12 HR
9 9 1 HR
18 2 HR
10 7 HR
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Table 10. (Continued)
Parent or Number of plants in lesion types Genotype
F 3 family 0 1 2 3 4 5 (1)
192 8 11 HR
194 12 8 HR
199 10 9 HR
202 10 10 HR
2 1 6 3 1 4 4 H
3 2 13 2 2 1 H
5 2 10 2 2 4 H
13 4 8 6 2 H
14 4 5 2 5 4 H
16 5 6 1 3 4 H
17 6 5 3 3 2 H
18 2 5 5 5 3 H
19 1 8 5 3 3 H
20 5 6 1 1 4 2 H
22 4 9 3 2 1 H
23 3 7 3 1 6 H
24 10 6 4 H
27 8 6 5 1 H
28 4 6 2 1 3 3 H
29 2 9 1 4 4 H
31 9 5 1 4 H
34 3 13 2 1 1 H
39 1 7 4 6 1 H '
40 5 7 5 1 4 H
41 2 14 ' 2 1 H
42 4 7 3 6 H
43 8 3 4 3 2 H
44 1 5 4 3 6 H
45 2 14 1 3 H
46 1 9 5 6 H
47 8 4 3 1 4 H
48 2 10 2 4 H
49 2 12 2 4 H
50 7 1 2 9 H
52 10 3 3 3 H
53 4 4 6 5 H
55 4 7 3 6 H
58 2 5 3 3 2 2 H
61 2 12 4 2 H
66 3 8 1 8 H
68 2 9 4 5 H
70 12 7 H
71 4 12 1 3 H
74 4 9 1 6 H
75 4 10 3 1 ' 2 H
80 1 9 5 1 4 H
81 3 10 1 4 H
85 1 10 2 1 5 H
87 1 12 3 4 H
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Table 10. (Continued)
Parent or Number of plants in lesion types 1 Genotype
F3 family 0 1 2 3 4 5 : (i)
91 1 14 1 4 H
95 4 13 1 1 H
96 6 6 2 1 3 H
97 1 11 1 7 H
100 13 2 4 H
103 8 1 2 6 H
104 15 5 H
106 8 2 1 1 8 H
107 4 15 1 H
110 3 15 3 H
114 14 3 2 H
115 2 14 3 H
116 4 8 1 1 4 H
118 9 2 2 6 H
120 8 6 1 3 1 H
121 1 6 5 1 7 H
128 13 3 5 H
129 10 2 8 H
130 8 5 7 H
131 9 8 3 H
133 7 8 2 2 1 H
134 6 6 7 H
135 6 10 4 1 H
136 2 14 2 2 H
138 12 6 2 H
139 8 5 3 4 H
140 9 8 3 H
143 2 6 2 5 4 H
145 4 11 3 1 H
146 2 9 3 5 H
147 8 6 2 5 H
148 6 8 2 3 H
149 4 9 3 2 H
151 3 8 2 4 4 H
152 8 9 2 2 H
154 2 11 1 3 3 H
155 2 13 2 2 1 H
156 6 7 1 1 4 1 H
157 1 12 3 5 H
160 3 9 2 5 H
163 1 12 2 6 H
164 4 13 1 3 H
165 3 11 2 2 H
166 3 10 6 H
167 1 16 3 H
169 12 6 1 H
170 2 10 1 5 H
171 6 10 3 1 H
174 6 7 8 H
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Table 10. (Continued)
Parent of Number of plants in lesion types Genotype
F3 family 0 1 2 3 4 5 XD
175 2 10 2 1 5 H
177 2 10 1 3 3 H
178 3 11 1 3 H
182 1 10 2 6 H
183 4 11 1 4 H
185 5 10 2 4 H
190 3 11 6 H
193 2 15 1 3 H
195 4 14 1 2 H
196 3 10 1 5 H
197 3 8 6 3 1 H
198 3 8 1 2 3 H
200 6 8 2 4 H
201 2 13 1 2 1 H
203 1 14 5 H
205 2 7 1 9 2 H
206 3 13 1 2 H
207 10 4 3 2 H
144 2 1 9 7 U
204 2 4 8 5 U
1 2 17 HS
6 4 14 HS
8 2 17 HS
10 4 16 HS
15 14 4 HS
25 3 17 HS
32 13 7 HS
33 8 11 HS
35 13 7 HS
54 6 14 HS
56 20 HS
59 2 17 HS
60 10 9 HS
65 20 HS
69 2 18 HS
72 1 17 HS
76 2 15 HS
78 1 18 HS
82 4 16 HS
88 18 HS
89 20 HS
94 19 HS
98 19 HS
99 5 14 HS
101 20 HS
105 4 14 HS
109 8 12 HS
111 7 13 HS
112 8 11 HS
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Table 10. (Continued)
Parent or Number ~of plants In lesion types Genotype
F3 family 0 1 2 3 4 5 (1)
113 20 HS
119 6 13 HS
124 1 18 HS
126 1 18 HS
132 20 HS
142 6 14 HS
153 17 2 HS
159 11 9 HS
161 9 10 HS
162 3 17 HS
172 8 12 HS
173 5 14 HS
176 10 10 HS
186 4 15 HS
191 9 9 HS
(1) Genotype: HR = Homozygous Resistant
H = Heterozygous 
HS = Homozygous Susceptible 
U = Uncertain
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majority of plants in all of these families, except family 205, had 
resistant lesion types of 0, 1, 2 or 3. This group of families was 
considered to be heterozygous for genes governing resistance and sus­
ceptibility from the 2 parents with dominance of resistance.
Among the 112 Fg families considered as heterozygous, 2,205 
plants were classified. Among the 2,205 plants, 1,630 were resistant, 
lesion types 0-3, and 575 were susceptible. These numbers fit a 3:1 
ratio, with a probability between 0.30 and 0.20.
Forty four Fg families had all seedlings with lesion types 4 
and/or 5. These families behaved like the susceptible Zenith parent 
and consequently were considered to be homozygous for susceptibility.
The remaining 2 Fg families, numbers 144 and 204, had most 
plants with susceptible reactions, but each had a few plants with lesion 
types 2 and 3, which indicate a moderately resistant reaction. Because 
none of the parents had plants with lesion types 2 and 3, and the fre­
quency of plants with these lesion types was low, these 2 families 
could not be classified either as heterozygous with dominance of resis­
tance nor as homozygous susceptible. These 2 families are listed at 
the end of the heterozygous group with uncertain genotype.
The 2 F^ families listed with uncertain genotype were not con­
sidered for the genetic analysis of the data. The number was too small 
to be of significance in the genetic interpretation.
In summary, it appeared that among the 207 F^ families, 205 
could be properly classified. Among these families, 49 probably were 
homozygous resistant, 112 probably were heterozygous and 44 probably 
were homozygous susceptible. These numbers are close to a ratio of 
1 homozygous resistant:2 heterozygous:1 homozygous susceptible. The 
expected numbers for this ratio are 51.25 homozygous resisitant, 102.50
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Heterozygous and 51.25 homozygous susceptible families. Although 
there was an excess of heterozygous families with a corresponding 
deficiency of families homozygous susceptible, the numbers fit the 
1:2:1 ratio, with a probability between 0.50 and 0.30.
The results obtained with the 205 Fg families provided strong evi­
dence to confirm the conclusion drawn from Fg data that the resistance 
of Colusa to race IB-5 (US 1) is governed by one dominant major gene.
However, the reaction of the Fg families showed some evidence 
that one or more modifier genes were disturbing the effect of the major 
gene for resistance. The evidence for this can be seen by comparing 
the behavior of the Colusa parent with several F^ families that were 
considered homozygous resistant. Colusa had all plants with lesion 
types 0 and 1, while the homozygous resistant families 51, 122 and 123 
had most plants with lesion type 1 , and 1 to 4 plants with lesion type 
2. Furthermore in the homozygous resistant families 4, 9, 11, 12, 26, 
30, 36, 57, 77, 8 6 , 137 and 187 most of the plants had 0 and 1 type 
lesions, but each of these families had 1, 2 or 3 plants with lesion 
type 2. However in all these families the effect of the modifiers was 
not strong enough to lower the resistance below lesion type 2 , except 
for the family 26 which had 1 plant with lesion type 3. These families 
are apparently homozygous for the major gene for resistance from Colusa 
but possess modifiers from Zenith which reduce somewhat the effect of 
the major gene.
B. Reaction of parents, F2 and F3 populations to race IG-1 (US 6)
The reactions of the parents, Colusa and Zenith, and of 1077 F2 
plants to infection with ]P. oryzae race IG-1 (US 6) are presented in 
Table 11. It may be seen from this table that the seedlings of Colusa
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showed lesion types 4 and 5 in almost equal proportion, indicating a 
susceptible reaction of this parent to race IG-1 (US 6 ). The seedlings 
of Zenith showed infection of lesion types 1 and 2, with most plants
in the former lesion type. Thus, Zenith behaved as resistant to this
race. Thus, the reaction of the parents to race IG-1 (US 6 ) agreed 
with previously reported reactions.
A total of 1,077 F2 plants were tested. The F 2 plants as pre­
sented in Table 11, showed segregation into types of lesions similar
to the parents, except for 3 plants that showed a lesion type 0. The
reaction of the F2 population showed a definite bimodal distribution, 
with modes in lesion types 1 and 4, for resistance and susceptibility, 
respectively. This indicates a qualitative form of inheritance. The 
fact that a larger number of plants were in lesion class 1 than lesion 
class 4 indicates dominance': of resistance over susceptibility.
If the F2 plants in lesion types 0, 1 and 2, which were repre­
sentative of the Zenith parent, are combined and designated resistant 
while plants in lesion types 4 and 5, representative of the Colusa 
parent, are combined and designated susceptible, there were 812 
resistant and 265 susceptible plants. These numbers give a very good 
fit to a ratio of 3 resistant:1 susceptible, with a probability be­
tween 0.80 and.0.70.
From the F2 data, it can be concluded that resistance of Zenith 
to race IG-1 (US 6) is probably governed by a single dominant gene.
The reactions of the parents and F^ population to race IG-1 
(US 6) are presented in Table 12. Again, as in the F2 studies, the 
plants of Colusa had lesion types 4 and 5 indicating that this parent 
is susceptible to this race. On the other hand, the plants of Zenith 
showed lesion types 1 and 2 indicating a resistant reaction.
Table 11. Reaction of parents and F2 population to race IG-1 (US 6)
of P. oryzae Cav.
Population
Number 
0 1
of plants 
2
in lesion types 
3 4 5
Colusa 21 23
Zenith 50 8
F 2 3 719 90 204 61
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As. shown in Table 12, among the 207 F^ families, 42 had all 
plants with lesion types 1 and 2 or with lesion types 0 , 1 and 2 .
These families were considered similar in reaction to the resistant 
Zenith parent and consequently were designated as definitely being 
homozygous resistant.
There were 105 F3 families with plants representing both parent 
type of lesions. However, in all of these families, the majority of 
plants had lesion types 1 and 2, typical of the Zenith parent, except 
families 42, 81, 135, 164, 171, 180 and 204 that had 1, 2 or 3 plants 
with lesion type 0, and families numbers 3, 33 and 148, in each of 
which there were 2 plants with lesion type 3. These families were 
considered to be heterozygous for genes conditioning resistance and 
susceptibility from the 2 parents.
Among the 105 F3 families considered as heterozygous, 1,989 
plants were classified. Among the 1,989 plants, 1,472 were resistant, 
lesion types 0 - 3 ,  and 517 were susceptible, lesion types 4 and 5.
These numbers fit a 3:1 ratio, with a probability between 0.70 and 0.50.
There were 20 F3 families in which most of the plants had 
susceptible reactions, but each had some plants with resistant lesion 
types 1 and 2. Although, in some of these families the number of 
resistant plants was relatively low, the range varied from 1 to 1 0 .
These families appeared to be segregating, but they could not be clas­
sified as heterozygous with dominance of resistance. These families 
are listed in Table 12 with uncertain genotype.
The remaining 40 F3 families had all plants classified in 
lesion types 4 and 5 or 4. These families were similar in reaction 
to the susceptible Colusa parent and therefore were classified as 
homozygous for susceptibility.
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1
2
5
7
8
12
21
27
36
39
43
44
46
48
49
52
53
59
62
66
67
82
88
107
125
129
134
151
152
157
160
166
176
182
183
188
195
196
197
198
201
205
3
4
6
9
10
11
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Reaction of parents and 207 F3 families from the cross 
Colusa x Zenith to race IG-1 (US 6) of P. oryzae Cav.
Number of plants in lesion types Genot]
0 1 2 3 4 5 (1)
38: 40 HS
88 32 HR
15 5 HR
14 2 HR
19 1 HR
19 HR
18 2 HR
8 11 HR
10 8 HR
13 7 HR
16 3 HR
15 4 HR
18 1 HR
12 6 HR
17 3 HR
14 4 HR
17 1 HR
15 5 HR
13 6 HR
15 3 HR
13 5 HR
17 3 HR
18 2
.,0
HR
14 6 HR
14 6 HR
18 2 HR
15 5 HR
12 8 HR
4 12 3 HR
11 7 HR
14 5 HR
13 7 HR
10 8 HR
2 9 9 HR
13 6 HR
16 4 HR
14 5 HR
16 3 HR
4 16 HR
10 10 HR
4 13 2 HR
10 9 HR
18 2 HR
3 9 5 HR
16 1 2 1 H
15 5 H
14 2 3 H
16 2 1 H
16 3 H
9 8 3 H
19
20
22
25
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
38
40
41
42
47
50
54
55
57
58
60
63
64
68
69
70
72
75
77
78
79
80
81
83
87
89
90
91
92
93
95
96
99
77
(Continued)
Number of plants in lesion types ''Genotype
0 1 2 3 4 5 (1)
10 4 4 1 H
9 3 3 3 H
17 2 H
14 2 4 H
15 2 3 H
11 1 8 H
17 1 2 H
12 2 3 2 H
9 7 3 1 H
18 2 H
14 2 1 1 H
10 3 2 4 H
14 2 3 1 H
15 1 2 H
10 4 2 2 H
13 2 3 H
12 2 2 2 H
11 6 2 H
10 3 4 2 H
9 2 5 4 H
15 2 1 H
13 2 1 4 H
13 4 2 H
12 5 2 H
8 4 6 1 H
11 3 3 3 H
13 2 1 H
14 3 2 H
15 3 2 H
10 2 5 1 H
12 4 4 H
8 5 7 H
11 2 5 2 H
10 1 8 1 H
9 6 5 H
13 2 3 H
7 9 2 2 H
4 8 6 H
13 3 2 H
15 1 3 H
12 1 5 H
12 4 4 H
10 5 4 H
9 2 9 H
13 2 5 H
9 6 4 H
6 5 7 H
14 4 1 H
10 8 2 H
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Table 12. (Continued)
Parent or
Family 0 1 2 3 4 5 : <i
106 9 4 5 2 H
115 10 7 2 1 H
117 11 2 6 1 H
118 9 5 6 H
119 10 2 6 1 H
120 7 4 6 3 H
121 12 4 3 H
124 16 2 1 H
126 11 2 7 H
128 6 6 5 3 H
132 15 3 2 H
133 13 3 2 H
135 2 15 3 H
136 12 5 2 H
137 8 3 5 4 H
138 10 5 3 1 H
139 9 1 8 1 H
140 10 5 4 1 H
141 13 2 4 1 H
144 12 5 1 1 H
145 10 2 5 1 H
146 10 6 4 H
147 8 3 9 H
148 15 2 1 2 H
153 9 4 7 H
156 3 8 7 1 H
158 9 2 6 3 H
162 6 8 1 H
163 12 3 4 1 H
164 3 5 2 6 3 H
167 10 3 4 2 H
168 8 4 8 H
169 8 4 7 1 H
171 3 9 5 3 H
172 8 6 5 H
173 10 4 6 H
174 11 5 4 H
175 13 3 4 H
180 3 8 4 5 H
185 7 5 4 H
186 11 3 2 H
187 9 3 3 H
189 7 7 5 1 H
190 9 3 .7 1 H
192 14 3 H
193 11 2 5 H
200 10 2 8 H
203 8 3 2 6 H
204 1 14 4 H
206 6 2 4 2 H
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Table 12. (Continued)
Parent or Number of plants in lesion type s Genotype
F3 Family 0 1 2 3 4 5 (1)
15 5 2 10 3 U
17 6 8 6 U
18 8 1 9 2 u
35 8 1 8 2 u
45 1 6 9 2 u
51 6 4 6 5 u
74 5 4 9 1 u
76 5 1 10 1 u
84 4 13 3 u
97 3 14 3 u
104 2 17 u
123 4 5 7 2 u
131 1 2 10 7 u
142 2 2 14 2 u
150 4 5 7 2 u
154 3 14 3 u
179 4 11 2 u
184 1 17 u
194 8 7 4 u
207 6 2 2 7 u
16 12 7 HS
23 16 4 HS
24 13 6 HS
26 17 3 HS
37 12 8 HS
56 2 17 HS
61 2 17 HS
65 14 5 HS
71 16 3 HS
73 15 5 HS
85 13 5 HS
86 16 3 HS
94 18 2 HS
98 18 2 HS
100 17 3 HS
103 16 2 HS
108 17 2 HS
109 18 HS
110 16 2 HS
111 19 1 HS
112 19 1 HS
113 18 1 HS
114 18 HS
116 19 1 HS
122 15 5 HS
127 13 7 HS
130 13 6 HS
143 14 6 HS
149 15 2 HS
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Table 12. (Continued)
Parent or 
F3 Family
Number of plants in lesion types Genotype
a):0 1 2 3 4 5
155 14 4 HS
159 15 5 HS
161 14 6 HS
165 12 8 HS
170 5 15 HS
177 16 4 HS
178 17 2 HS
181 13 7 HS
191 11 8 HS
199 15 3 HS
202 10 6 HS
(1) Genotype: HR = Homozygous Resistant
H = Heterozygous 
HS = Homozygous Susceptible
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Assuming that the resistance of the Zenith parent is conditioned 
by one pair of genes with dominance of resistance over susceptibility,
25 per cent of the families tested should be classified in each of 
the homozygous resistant and homozygous susceptible groups. The results 
showed that among the 207 F^ families, 42 appeared to be homozygous 
resistant and 40 seemd to be homozygous susceptible. These numbers are 
close to the 25 per cent that is expected in each group. Similarly,
105 F^ families were classified as heterozygous and this number is in 
agreement with the 50 per cent expected. These results strongly sup­
port the conclusion drawn from F^ data that resistance of Zenith to 
race IG-1 (US 6) is governed by a single dominant gene.
It should be pointed out that the occurrence of a small number 
of resistant plants in the F^ families listed in Table 12 with uncer­
tain genotype may be considered as evidence for segregation of one or 
more modifier genes in addition to the major pair described above.
Since extreme care was taken in harvesting, threshing and planting the 
seed, it is not probable that these resistant plants resulted from 
mechanical mixture. The most probable explanation for them is the 
presence of modifying genes. It is assumed that some of these resis­
tant plants in these families were homozygous for the major gene for 
susceptibility, but showed a resistant reaction because of the presence 
of modifier genes, derived from the resistant parent, Zenith, which 
modified the effect of the major gene for susceptibility of Colusa.
Also, the occurrence of 2 plants with a moderately resistant 
reaction, lesion type 3, in each of the families numbers 3, 33 and 
148, which were considered as heterozygous, may indicate the presence 
of modifier genes in Colusa that lower the effect of the major gene for 
resistance of Zenith.
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It may also be pointed out that plants which appeared to have 
a higher degree of resistance than the Zenith parent were present in 
the homozygous resistant families 134, 166, 195, 196, 197 and 205, 
and in the families 42. 81, 135, 164, 171, 180 and 204 which were con­
sidered as heterozygous. This may indicate a possible gene interaction 
involving modifier genes contributed by the Colusa parent.
From the above results, it may be concluded that the resistance 
of Zenith to race IG-1 (US 6) of P. oryzae, is governed by a dominant 
major gene with a modifier gene or genes influencing the resistance 
with minor effects.
C. Reaction of parents, F 2 and F3 populations to race IH-1 (US 2)
The reactions of the parent varieties and of 340 plants to 
infection with P. oryzae race IH-1 (US 2) are presented in Table 13.
The seedlings of Colusa showed lesion types 4 and 5, indicating that 
this parent was susceptible to race IH-1 (US 2). Zenith, on the 
contrary, was resistant to this race, with all plants tested showing 
lesion types 0 , 1 and 2 .
The disease reaction of the F2 plants, as indicated in Table 
13, showed plants with lesion types 0, 1 and 2, corresponding to the 
reaction of the resistant parent, Zenith, and plants with lesion types 
4 and 5 corresponding to the reaction of the susceptible parent, Colusa. 
Thus, the reaction of the F2 population showed segregation into pheno­
typic classes which were characteristic of the parents, giving a 
bimodal distribution with a high mode in the lesion type 1 for resis­
tance, and a lower mode in lesion types 4 and 5 for susceptibility.
This distribution indicates a qualitative form of inheritance with 
dominance of resistance over susceptibility.
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Table 13. Reaction of the parents and F2 population of race IH-1 (US 2) 
of P. oryzae Cav.
Population 0
Number
1
of plants 
2
in lesion types 
3 4 . 5
Colusa 9 19
Zenith 4 29 9
F 2 33 179 36 41 51
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The data showed that among the 340 plants tested with race 
IH-1 (US 2), 248 were classified as having lesion types 0-2, which can 
be considered similar in reaction to the resistant parent, Zenith, and 
92 were classified as having lesion types 4 and 5, which can be con­
sidered similar in reaction to the susceptible parent, Colusa. Thus, 
there were 248 resistant and 92 susceptible plants. These results 
indicate strongly a ratio of 3 resistant, resembling the Zenith parent, 
to 1 susceptible, resembling the Colusa parent. The probability for 
fit of the obtained numbers to a3:l ratio was between 0.50 - 0.30, 
indicating a reasonably close agreement. Thus, the F£ data gave evi­
dence that the resistance of Zenith to race IH-1 (US 2) is governed by 
a single dominant gene.
The results of the reaction of parents and Fg population to 
race IH-1 (US 2) are indicated in Table 14. The reaction of all seedl­
ings of Colusa was of lesion types 4 and 5, indicating that this 
parent is susceptible to the race IH~1 (US 2). Zenith, on the contrary, 
had all seedlings with lesion types 0 , 1 and 2 indicating that this 
parent is resistant to this race.
The reactions of the 207 Fg families, as presented in Table 
14, showed that 45 had plants only within the range of 0 - 2 in lesion 
types. This group of families was considered to be similar in reac­
tion to the resistant parent. Zenith, and therefore, was designated 
as probably being homozygous resistant.
There were 107 Fg families with plants representative of both 
parental types, lesion types 0 - 2  and 4 - 5 .  A majority of plants in 
all these families had resistant lesion types. In fact, among these 
107 Fg families, 1,994 plants were classified. Among the 1,994 plants, 
1,505 were resistant and 489 were susceptible. These numbers fit to
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Reaction of parents and 207 families from the cross 
Colusa x Zenith to race IH-1 (US 2) of P. oryzae Cav.
Number of plants in lesion types Genotype
0 1 2 3 4 5 (1)
9 18 HS
11 54 14 HR
13 6 HR
13 3 HR
17 1 HR
14 4 HR
13 3 HR
15 4 HR
20 2 HR
13 4 HR
12 8 HR
11 8 HR
13 4 HR
1 16 2 HR
16 1 HR
4 12 HR
14 3 HR
16 4 HR
12 3 HR
12 6 HR
9 HR
18 2 HR
13 7 HR
17 4 HR
12 7 HR
14 6 HR
18 HR
5 14 HR
6 12 1 HR
3 14 4 HR
8 8 6 HR
13 2 HR
2 13 5 HR
4 9 5 HR
17 2 HR
10 5 HR
5 12 HR
13 1 HR
18 2 HR
14 4 HR
10 6 1 HR
16 HR
5 11 1 HR
8 10 2 HR
18 1 HR
3 10 2 HR
19 2 HR
6 11 2 H
11 3 3 1 H
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Table 14. (Continued)
Parent or Number of plants in lesion types Genotype
Fg Family 0 1 2  3 4 5 (1)
9 11 2 3 3 H
10 12 3 4 H
11 12 6 1 H
13 1.1 4 3 2 H
14 8 6 3 2 H
19 11 6 3 H
20 9 9 3 H
22 14 2 1 2 1 H
25 10 5 1 2 H
29 13 3 3 H
30 6 5 1 3 H
32 8 7 4 1 H
33 10 6 1 3 H
34 1 11 5 H
35 9 1 2 H
38 1 12 3 3 1 H
41 11 2 3 2 H
42 9 5 3 2 H
44 9 3 2 4 1 H
47 7 6 2 2 H
50 15 3 2 H
52 7 2 1 H
55 8 4 3 2 H
57 15 1 2 1 H
58 9 4 5 2 H
59 10 5 2 H
60 9 5 3 H
63 7 4 2 2 H
64 10 2 5 1 H
66 6 6 2 2 H
67 2 14 2 2 1 H
68 3 7 3 1 2 H
69 6 3 5 3 H
70 16 3 2 H
72 11 4 2 2 H
74 11 2 6 H
75 11 1 6 1 H
77 11 2 4 2 H
78 9 5 3 2 H
79 8 6 6 H
81 8 4 5 3 H
82 11 5 2 H
87 8 7 3 H
88 11 6 5 H
89 13 3 4 H
90 10 5 3 H
91 10 2 4 2 H
92 8 4 6 H
95 12 5 2 2 H
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Table 14. (Continued)
Parent or Number of plants in lesion types Genotype
F 3 Family 0 1 2 3 4 5 (1)
100 8 5 6 1 H
101 14 3 2 1 H
102 12 3 3 2 H
104 14 1 2 4 H
1.05 13 5 2 1 H
107 9 4 5 3 H
109
111
10
6
5
6
5
2 3
H
H
113
115
14
12
3
3
4
2 3
H
H
117 4 6 3 6 H
118
120
121
12
11
11
4
3
4
5 
2
3
3
H
H
H
12.3 3 8 3 3 H
124
126
11
9
2
9
5
2 2
H
H
128 13 3 6 3 H
132 14 2 4 2 H
133
135 3
12
13
3
2
3
2
H
H
136 2 12 2 2 1 H
138 1 11 3 5 2 H
139
141
5
2
11
12
2
2 2
H
H
145 4 11 3 2 H
146 3 10 2 3 1 H
147 4 8 3 3 1 H
148 6 8 1 2 3 H
150 10 5 2 1 H
151 7 5 2 4 1 H
152 4 7 1 5 3 H
153 1 9 3 4 1 H
154 2 8 5 5 1 H
155 5 4 4 2 H
156
158 5
9
10
9 2
1 2
H
H
161 3 5 7 1 H
162 13 2 3 2 H
164
167
5 10
10 2
3
2 3
H
H
168 8 4 4 2 H
169 11 3 1 2 H
171 8 6 2 2 2 H
172 6 9 2 3 H
175 8 2 3 2 H
176 13 3 1 2 H
180 5 7 1 4 2 H
183 10 2 3 3 H
187
190
191
192
193
203
206
4
16
23
40
45
65
71
85
98
103
106
108
110
114
122
127
131
142
143
149
159
174
181
184
185
200
15
17
18
24
26
37
51
56
61
73
76
83
84
86
94
97
88
(Continued)
Number of plants in lesion types "Genotype
1 2 3 4 5 (1)
8 6 2 1 H
16 2 1 1 H
7 3 7 1 H
14 2 1 2 H
5 1 1 H
9 6 2 H
7 5 4 1 H
2 11 6 U
2 2 8 3 U
12 6 U
1 10 6 U
1 8 10 U
1 15 4 U
1 14 2 U
2 12 6 U
5 4 10 2 U
3 13 4 U
2 8 8 3 U
4 6 8 4 U
7 1 8 3 U
1 14 2 U
2 15 3 U
1 10 8 U
2 12 4 0
1 15 6 U
1 14 3 u
3 4 8 2 u
4 4 8 2 u
7 3 7 4 u
3 6 9 u
2 11 2 u
2 14 4 u
7 10 2 u
13 6 HS
12 10 HS
17 3 HS
14 6 HS
17 3 HS
12 8 HS
8 8 HS
9 8 HS
14 3 HS
17 3 HS
10 4 HS
11 7 HS
12 6 HS
13 7 HS
15 5 HS
15 4 HS
12 8 HS
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Table 14. (Continued)
Parent or 
Family
Number of plants in lesion types Genotype
(1)0 1 2  3 4 5
119 17 3 HS
130 9 11 HS
160 14 6 HS
165 12 6 HS
170 9 6 HS
117 7 6 HS
178 13 3 HS
179 14 3 HS
198 15 5 HS
199 11 6 HS
202 13 4 HS
207 13 5 HS
(1) Genotype: HR = Homozygous Resistant
H = Heterozygous 
HS = Homozygous Susceptible
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a 3:1 ratio with a probability between 0.70 - 0.50. This group of 
families was considered to be heterozygous for genes governing resis­
tance and susceptibility from the 2 parents.
In 26 families most plants had susceptible reactions, but a 
few plants occurred with resistant reactions. It appeared that these 
families probably were segregating, but they could not be classified 
as heterozygous with dominance of resistance. Because it was impossible 
to classify these 26 families properly, they are listed in Table 14 
with uncertain genotype.
The behavior of the remaining 29 Fg families was like the sus­
ceptible parent, Colusa. Each of these families had all plants with 
lesion types 4 and 5, and therefore they were considered to be homozy­
gous for susceptibility.
Assuming that the resistance of Zenith to race IH-1 (US 2) is 
governed by a single dominant gene, 25 per cent of the Fg families 
tested are expected to be in each of the homozygous resistant and homo­
zygous susceptible group, and 50 per cent are expected to be heterozygous. 
The results showed that among the 207 Fg families, 45 appeared to be 
homozygous resistant and 107 seemed to be heterozygous. These numbers are 
very close to the 25 and 50 per cent of homozygous resistant and hetero­
zygous. families, respectively, that are expected under the above assump­
tion. These results strongly support the conclusion drawn from F2 
data that the resistance of Zenith to race IH-1 (US 2) is governed by 
a single dominant gene.
Among the 207 Fg families, only 29 were definitely homozygous 
susceptible. This number, of course, deviates greatly from the 25 per 
cent that is expected. This departure is probably due to the presence 
of one or more modifier genes. It is assumed that some of the 26
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families to which it was not possible to give a proper classification, 
were probably homozygous susceptible, but were listed with uncertain 
genotype because they had a few resistant plants. These resistant 
plants probably contained the major gene for susceptibility but showed 
a resistant reaction because of the influence of modifier genes derived 
from the resistant parent, Zenith.
Similarly, modifying genes could also account for the fact 
that most of the homozygous resistant and heterozygous families did 
not have plants with lesion type 0 , a reaction typical of many of the 
seedlings of the Zenith parent. It is assumed that one or more modi­
fier genes present in Colusa lowers the effectiveness of resistance 
when combined with the major resistant gene from Zenith. However, the 
effect of these modifier genes was not strong enough to lower the 
resistance below lesion type 2 , except in the heterozygous families, 
numbers 8 , 22 and 44 that had 1 to 3 plants with lesion type 3.
Considering the evidences from F2 and F^ data, it is concluded 
that the resistance of Zenith to race IH-1 (US 2), is governed by one 
dominant major gene with a modifier gene or genes influencing the 
resistance with minor effects.
D. Reaction of parents, F2 and F3 populations to race IC-3 (US 16)
The disease reactions of the parents, Colusa and Zenith, and 
population to infection with P. oryzae race IC-3 (US 16) are pre­
sented in Table 15. All plants of Colusa showed lesion types 4 and 5, 
indicating that this parent was susceptible to race IC-3 (US 16). The 
plants of Zenith had lesion types 0, 1 and 2, which indicate a resist 
tant reaction.
The disease reaction of the F2 plants, as presented in Table 15,
Table 15. Reaction of parents and F2 population to race IC-3 (US 16)
of P. oryzae Cav.
Population 0
Number
1
of plants in lesion types 
2 3 4 5
Colusa 22 8
Zenith 3 31 9
F
2
32 139 44 51 11
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showed segregation for the lesion types exhibited by the parents. 
However, the entire F£ population showed a bimodal distribution with 
a high mode in lesion type 1 and a lower mode in lesion type 4. This 
distribution indicates a qualitative form of inheritance with dominance 
of resistance over susceptibility.
Among 277 F2 plants tested with race IC-3 (US 16), 215 were 
classified with lesion types 0, 1 and 2. These plants were considered 
similar in reaction to the resistant parent, Zenith, and were desig­
nated as resistant. The rest of the F£ plants showed lesion types 4 
and 5 and therefore were considered similar in reaction to the suscep­
tible parent, and were designated as susceptible. Thus, there were 
215 resistant and 62 susceptible plants. These numbers fit a ratio 
3 resistant to 1 susceptible, with a probability between 0.50 and.0.30. 
Thus, the F2 data gave evidence that the resistance of Zenith to race
IC-3 (US 16) is governed by a single dominant gene.
The disease reactions of the parents, Colusa and Zenith, and 
F^ population to race IC-3 (US 16), are presented in Table 16. Here, 
the reaction of the parents was similar to that in F2 studies. All 58 
plants of Zenith had lesion types 0, 1 and 2, indicating that this
parent is resistant to race IC-3 (US 16). On the other hand, all plants
of Colusa showed lesion types 4 and 5, indicating that this parent is 
susceptible to this race.
As indicated in Table 16, among the 207 F^ families, 57 had 
all plants with lesion types 0, 1 and 2. These families were considered 
to be similar in reaction to the resistant parent, Zenith, and were 
designated as homozygous resistant.
There were 97 F^ families with plants representing both parental 
lesion types. However, the majority of plants in each of these families
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Table 16. Reaction of parents and 207 F3 families from the cross
Colusa x Zenith to race IC-3 (US 16) of P. oryzae Cav.
Parent or Number of plants in lesion type s Genotype
F^ Family 0 1 2 ‘‘ 3 4 5 (1)
Colusa 25 19 HS
Zenith 15 30 13 HR
1 8 9 5 HR
2 4 13 HR
5 6 9 5 HR
7 9 6 3 HR
8 9 8 1 HR
12 13 6 3 HR
27 11 5 3 HR
31 9 10 4 HR
39 14 5 HR
43 13 6 1 HR
46 9 9 HR
48 8 7 1 HR
49 6 11 2 HR
52 8 11 1 HR
53 11 3 HR
59 7 6 1 HR
60 7 8 2 HR
66 12 4 HR
67 12 6 HR
78 2 10 HR
79 7 5 HR
80 12 2 HR
82 7 3 1 HR
90 7 5 HR
93 9 7 HR
96 8 4 HR
105 4 7 3 HR
106 8 4 2 HR
109 6 7 1 HR
125 17 5 HR
129 18 5 1 HR
133 3 10 3 HR
134 3 16 2 HR
135 1 18 3 HR
137 3 10 4 HR
138 9 12 4 HR
139 6 12 1 HR
144 3 9 4 HR
157 4 13 5 HR
158 3 12 4 HR
162 11 7 3 HR
163 6 8 7 HR
169 2 .17 3 HR
174 1 20 2 HR
175 3 13 1 HR
176 4 11 2 HR
193
195
196
197
204
205
206
3
4
6
9
10
11
13
19
20
21
22
25
28
29
30
32
33
34
35
36
38
40
41
42
44
47
50
51
54
55
57
58
63
64
68
69
70
72
95
(Continued)
Number of plants in lesion types Genot]
(1)0 1 2 3 4 5
2 15 3 HR
8 8 3 HR
7 9 1 HR
9 11 HR
7 8 HR
1 16 2 HR
10 10 HR
2 19 1 HR
9 6 3 HR
10 8 3 HR
7 7 2 HR
4 10 2 2 H
3 6 7 3 1 H
10 7 3 2 H
3 9 3 1 4 H
8 5 4 3 H
5 5 3 5 2 H
7 9 1 2 2 H
3 4 5 6 H
5 9 5 4 H
7 7 5 3 H
4 8 3 2 2 H
4 7 7 2 H
5 9 4 3 H
6 8 2 1 4 H
9 4 5 1 H
2 7 3 6 H
3 7 5 4 1 H
8 5 1 3 1 H
6 7 2 2 2 H
9 3 2 2 H
6 10 2 3 1 H
3 3 7 3 H
7 9 1 1 2 H
11 3 1 1 3 H
9 6 3 H
10 8 2 1 2 H
6 6 2 3 2 H
4 3 9 4 H
8 7 2 2 1 H
9 4 3 H
13 6 1 2 H
6 6 3 3 1 H
7 2 4 1 H
4 5 2 H
8 4 2 2 H
9 4 4 H
9 5 4 1 H
8 6 2 3 H
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Table 16. (Continued)
Parent or Number of plants in lesion types Genotype
F3 Family 0 1 2  3 4 5 (1)
74 7 8 4 1 H
75 12 5 2 H
77 2 12 1 5 H
81 10 4 3 H
83 3 5 1 1 H
88 6 5 1 1 H
89 5 7 1 1 1 H
91 9 4 5 2 H
92 11 5 2 1 H
95 4 6 1 1 1 H
99 6 7 8 H
104 9 6 2 1 2 H
107 7 5 2 4 1 H
108 12 6 3 1 H
112 6 10 1 1 H
113 4 10 1 1 H
114 2 10 1 H
116 9 5 2 H
117 5 4 4 1 H
118 10 4 3 1 H
120 13 5 1 2 1 H
121 10 6 3 H
124 10 7 3 3 H
126 12 5 2 4 3 H
128 9 7 2 1 H
132 2 9 1 2 2 H
136 14 5 3 1 H
140 6 11 1 2 H
141 7 10 3 1 2 H
143 2 8 1 3 4 H
145 12 4 2 2 H
146 6 12 1 1 2 H
147 3 10 3 1 H
148 6 10 1 3 1 H
150 1 12 1 5 2 H
151 5 7 1 6 1 H
152 6 12 5 H
153 3 9 2 3 1 H
154 2 11 1 5 1 H
156 3 9 6 2 H
161 2 6 4 4 H
164 6 6 2 2 2 H
166 4 10 1 2 1 H
167 5 12 2 3 1 H
168 7 6 2 1 3 H
171 10 8 2 2 1 H
172 5 14 1 3 1 H
173 15 4 4 H
180 2 7 5 2 3 H
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Table 16. (Continued)
Parent or Number of plants in lesion types Genotype
Fg Family 0 1 2 3 4 5 (1)
184 8 6 1 2 H
185 7 9 2 2 H
187 4 7 3 5 2 H
190 4 13 1 2 2 H
191 9 3 4 4 H
192 3 12 2 4 H
194 7 13 2 1 H
198 1 11 3 4 1 H
201 11 7 1 3 H
203 6 7 2 4 1 H
14 2 5 3 3 5 H
17 1 3 5 5 3 H
62 3 7 1 6 2 H
71 1 9 9 H
101 3 5 4 3 H
115 6 3 3 4 H
123 3 6 6 5 H
127 4 6 1 4 5 H
142 8 11 1 H
177 3 3 2 3 H
179 2 2 12 4 H
181 4 5 2 7 4 H
183 3 5 2 5 3 H
15 12 8 HS
16 8 8 HS
18 13 7 HS
23 8 12 HS
24 7 14 HS
26 15 3 HS
37 1 10 8 HS
45 15 5 HS
56 6 10 HS
61 1 11 7 HS
65 9 3 HS
73 9 2 HS
76 12 3 HS
84 13 2 HS
85 14 3 HS
86 11 4 HS
87 10 3 HS
94 13 3 HS
97 10 2 HS
98 11 9 HS
100 8 5 HS
102 11 9 HS
103 11 6 HS
110 9 7 HS
111 11 3 HS
119 17 3 HS
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Table 16. (Continued)
Parent or 
F3 Family
Number of plants in lesion types Genotype
(1)0 1 2  3 4 5
122 17 3 HS
130 9 9 HS
131 15 3 HS
149 14 6 HS
155 9 4 HS
159 16 6 HS
160 11 7 HS
165 12 6 HS
170 9 10 HS
178 14 5 HS
199 15 5 HS
200 15 4 HS
202 17 6 HS
207 14 4 HS
(1) Genotype: HR = Homozygous Resistant
H = Heterozygous 
HS = Homozygous Susceptible
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had resistant reactions. This group of families was considered to be 
heterozygous for genes conditioning resistance and susceptibility from 
the 2 parents.
Also, 10 Fg families had plants with both parental lesion types, 
but the number of resistant and susceptible plants was almost in a 1:1 
ratio and 3 Fg families, numbers 123, 142 and 179, showed more suscep­
tible than resistant plants. Because the number of resistant plants 
in these 13 families, was relatively high and in spite of the fact that 
most of the plants were not resistant, they were considered to be 
heterozygous. When added to the 97 families in which the majority of 
plants were resistant, it appeared that 110 of the 207 F^ families were 
probably heterozygous for reaction to race IC-3 (US 16).
Among the 110 Fg families heterozygous, 2,105 plants were, 
classified. Among the 2,105 plants, 1,592 were resistant and 513 were 
susceptible. These numbers fit a ratio of 3 resistant to 1 susceptible, 
with a probability between 0.70 - 0.50.
The remaining 40 Fg families only had plants with lesion types 
4 and 5, except for 2 families which had 1 plant in each with lesion 
type 3, These were families numbers 37 and 61. Although none of the 
parents had plants with lesion type 3, the behavior of these 2 families 
could be considered as essentially similar to that of the susceptible 
Colusa parent. These 40 families were considered similar in reaction 
to the susceptible parent, Colusa, and therefore, were designated as 
homozygous for susceptibility.
In summary, it appeared that among the 207 Fg families, 57 were 
homozygous resistant, 110 were heterozygous and 40 were homozygous sus­
ceptible. These numbers fit a ratio of 1 homozygous resistant:2 hetero­
zygous:! homozygous susceptible, with a probability between 0.20 - 0 .1 0 .
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These results strongly support the conclusion drawn from F£ 
data that the resistance of Zenith to race IC-3 (US 16) is governed 
by a single dominant gene.
It should be mentioned that the occurrence of 1 plant with 
lesion type 3, an intermediate reaction between the parents, in families 
37 and 61, which were considered homozygous susceptible may be a result 
of minor effects from one or more modifier genes. It is assumed that 
these plants probably contained the major gene for susceptibility of 
Colusa, but when combined with a modifier gene or genes derived from 
Zenith, showed a moderately resistant reaction.
3. Associations of reaction to international blast races IB-5 (US 1), 
IG-1 (US 6), IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 (US 16), among F3 families from 
the cross Colusa x Zenith
Associations between different characters in rice have been 
studied for a variety of reasons. In some instances attempts have been 
made to find an association that might exist between two desirable 
characters so that selecting for one of these may increase the chances 
of obtaining segregates with both characters. In other instances, 
however, attempts have been made to show that associations do not in 
fact exist between two characters and hence do not impose restrictions 
upon the possibility of obtaining new combinations. In either case a 
knowledge, of the degree of association is of value to the rice breeder.
Here, an attempt was made to study the association of reaction 
that might exist between any 2 of the races IB-5 (US 1), IG-1 (US 6),
IH-1 (US 2), and IC-3 (US 16) that were tested in the same F^ families 
derived from the cross Colusa x Zenith. The F^ families which were 
listed as having uncertain genotype for each of these races were omitted
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from these studies.
A. Association of reaction to races IB-5 (US 1) and IG-1 
(US 6)
The Colusa parent is resistant to race IB-5 (US 1) and sus­
ceptible to race IG-1 (US 6 ) while the Zenith parent is susceptible 
to race IB-5 (US 1) and resistant-to race IG-1 (US 6 ). It was shown 
by results reported earlier in this dissertation that the difference 
between these parents in reaction to each of these races is governed 
by a single major pair of genes with dominance for resistance.
Among the 207 Fg families tested, 185 could be considered as 
properly classified for reaction to both race IB-5 (US 1) and race IG-1 
(US 6 ). The 185 families were grouped, according to the behavior to 
each race, into homozygous resistant, heterozygous and homozygous sus­
ceptible families as shown in Table 17.
In Table 17, it can be observed that among the 185 Fg families, 
42 were homozygous resistant, 103 were heterozygous and 40 were homozy­
gous susceptible to each race individually. These numbers fit to a 
1:2:1 ratio with a probability between 0-30 and.0.20.
The test for independence among the 9 behavior classes in 
Table 17, showed a moderately high probability, between 0.50 and 0.30, 
that segregation for reaction to races IB-5 (US 1) and IG-1 (US 6) was 
independent.
Further evidence of independent segretation for races IB-5 
(US 1) and IG-1 (US 6) may be found by examining the individual rows 
and columns of Table 17. Among the 42 families homozygous resistant 
to race IB-5 (US 1), 8 were homozygous resistant, 24 were heterozygous 
and 10 were homozygous susceptible for reaction to race IG-1 (US 6)
Table 17. Reaction of 185 F3 families to race IB-5 (US 1) and race
IG-1 (US 6) of P. oryzae Cav.
Reaction to 
race IB-5 (US 1)
Reaction
HR
to race IG-1 
H
(US 6) 
HS Totals
HR 8 24 10 42
H 28 56 19 103
HS 6 23 11 40
Totals 42 103 40 185
HR = Homozygous resistant families 
H = Heterozygous families 
HS = Homozygous susceptible families
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(first row of Table 17). These numbers fit to the expected 1:2:1 ratio 
with a probability betwen 0.70 and 0.50. The case for the 42 families 
homozygous resistant to race IG-1 (US 6 ) was similar. They segregated 
for race IB-5 (US 1) in a 1:2:1 ratio with a probability between 0.10 and 
0.05 (first column of Table 17).
Among the 103 families heterozygous to race IB-5 (US 1),
28 were homozygous resistant, 56 were heterozygous and 19 were homozygous 
susceptible for reaction to race IG-1 (US 6) (second row of Table 17). 
These numbers are in agreement with a 1:2:1 ratio with a probability 
of 0.50 and. 0.30. Also, the 103 families which were’heterozygous to 
race IG-1 (US 6) segregated for reaction to race IB-5 (US 1) in a 1:2:1 
ratio with a probability between 0.70 and 0.50.
The 40 families which were homozygous susceptible to race IB-5 
(US 1) showed a segregation to race IG-1 (US 6 ) of 6 homozygous resist­
ant, 23 heterozygous and 11 homozygous susceptible (third row of Table 
17). These numbers.are also in agreement for a 1:2:1 ratio with a 
probability between 0.50 and 0.30.
Finally among the 40 families homozygous susceptible to race 
IG-1 (US 6), 10 were homozygous resistant, 19 were heterozygous and 11 
were homozygous susceptible to race IB-5 (US 1) (third column of Table
17). These numbers agreed with those expected in a 1:2:1 ratio, with 
a high probability between 0.95 and 0.90.
The results provide evidence that reaction to races IB-5 (US 1) 
and IG-1 (US 6) in the varieties Colusa and Zenith is controlled by 
different pairs of alleles and that the 2 pairs of genes involved are 
not linked.
All in all, the results appeared to indicate that in a breed­
ing program, selection of homozygous lines resistant to both races IB-5
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(US 1) and IG-1 (US 6 ) is possible, with a maximum frequency expected 
for characters controlled by 2 pairs of genes.
The results provided evidence to conclude that among the 185 
families of the cross Colusa x Zenith, the genes conditioning reaction 
to races IB-5 (US 1) and IG-1 (US 6) of P^. oryzae, were inherited 
independently. This is in agreement with the findings of Atkins and 
Johnston (22) who reported independent inheritance between the same 
races (listed as US races 1 and 6), in F£ and F3 populations from the 
cross Northrose x Gulfrose. However, Sohm (1'08)' suggested that reaction 
to these races did not undergo independent segregation among 154 F^ 
lines from the cross Colusa x Nira. But, he did not find a definite 
pattern of association that would have prevented selection in a 
breeding program of lines homozygous resistant to both races.
B. Association of reaction to races IB-5 (US 1) and IH-1 
(US 2)
The Colusa parent is resistant to race IB-5 (US 1) and suscep­
tible to race IH-1 (US 2) while the Zenith parent is susceptible to 
race IB-5 (US 1) and resistant to race IH-1 (US 2). Results presented 
earlier in this dissertation indicated that reaction to each of these 
races was governed by a single major pair of genes with dominance of 
resistance in each case.
The association of reaction to race IB-5 (US 1) and race IH-1 
(US 2) was studied in the homozygous resistant, heterozygous and sus­
ceptible families for each race. Again, families for which the reac­
tion was uncertain were omitted from these studies.
From the 207 F^ families tested, 179 could be considered as 
properly classified for reaction to both races IB-5 (US l) and IH-1
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(US 2). The reaction of the 179 families to these 2 races is shown in 
Table 18. Among the 179 families, 43 were homozygous resistant, 96 were 
heterozygous and 40 were homozygous susceptible to race IB-5 (US 1).
These numbers fit a 1:2:1 ratio with a probability between 0.70 and 0.50.
However, among the same 179 families, 43 were homozygous resist­
ant, 107 were hterozygous and 29 were homozygous susceptible for
reaction to race IH-1 (US 2). These numbers are suggestive of a 1:2:1
ratio, but did not fit this ratio satisfactorily, with a probability
between 0.02 and 0 .0 1 .
2
The X test for independence among the 9 classes of behavior in 
Table 18 had a probability between 0.50 and 0.30 that segregation for 
races IB-5 (US 1) and IH-1 (US 2) was independent.
Further evidence of independent segregation for these 2 races, 
may be found by examining the individual rows and columns of Table 18. 
Among the 43 families homozygous resistant for race IB-5 (US 1), 11 
were homozygous resistant, 22 were heterozygous and 10 were homozygous 
susceptible for reaction to race IH-1 (US 2) (first row of Table 18).
This is a very good fit for a 1:2:1 ratio with a probability between
0.98 and 0.95. Also, the 43 families which were homozygous resistant
to race IH-1 (US 2) (first column of Table 18), segregated in a 1:2:1 
ratio for reaction to race IB 5 (US 1) with a probability between 0.50 
and 0.30.
Among the 96 heterozygous families to race IB-5 (US 1), 25 
were homozygous resistant, 57 were heterozygous and 14 were homozygous 
susceptible to race IH-1 (US 2) (second row of Table 18). These 
numbers approached a 1 :2:1 ratio, with a probability between 0.10 
and 0.05. Similarly, the 107 heterozygous families to race IH-1 (US 2) 
(second column of Table 18), segregated for reaction to race IB-5 (US 1)
Table 18. Reaction of 179 F3 families to race IB-5 (US 1) and race
IH-1 (US 2) of P. oryzae Cav.
Reaction to 
race IB-5 (US 1)
Reaction of 
HR
race IH-1 
H
(US 2) 
HS Totals
HR 11 22 10 43
H 25 57 14 96
HS 7 28 5 40
Totals 43 107 29 179
HR = Homozygous resistant families 
H = Heterozygous families 
HS = Homozygous susceptible families
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in a 1:2:1 ratio with a probability between 0.70 and 0.50.
The 40 families which were homozygous susceptible to race IB-5 
(US 1) showed a segregation of 7 homozygous resistant, 28 heterozygous 
and 5 homozygous susceptible for reaction to race IH-1 (US 2) (third 
row of Table 18). Although these numbers deviated from a 1:2:1 ratio, 
they approached this ratio with a probability between 0.05 and, 0.02. 
The deviation from 1:2:1 ratio could be due to the effect of modifier 
genes which were disturbing the resistance of the major gene of Zenith, 
as was pointed out earlier.
Finally, among the 29 families homozygous susceptible to race 
IH-1 (US 2), 10 were homozygous resistant, 14 were heterozygous and 5 
were homozygous susceptible to race IB-5 (US 1) (third column of Table
18). These numbers are in agreement with a 1:2:1 ratio, with a prob­
ability between 0.50 and 0.30.
The results indicate that a rice breeder could easily select 
lines homozygous resistant to both race IB-5 (US 1) and race IH-1 
(US 2) in early generations of the cross Colusa x Zenith.
From these results it may be concluded that in the varieties 
Colusa and Zenith the alleles conditioning reaction to races IB-5 
(US 1) and IH-1 (US 2) underwent independent segregation. On the other 
hand, Sohm(108) found that the genes for resistance to these races in 
the varieties Colusa and Nira.did not undergo independent segregation 
in 78 F^ lines. Sohm, however, did not find any pattern of association 
that could be accounted for by allelism, linkage or any other conven­
tional genetic scheme.
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C. Association of reaction to races IB-5 (US 1) and IC-3 
(US 16)
The Colusa parent is resistant to race IB-5 (US 1) and suspep- 
tible to race IC-3 (US 16) while the Zenith parent is susceptible to 
race IB-5 (US 1) and resistant to race IC-3 (US 16). Data presented 
earlier in this dissertation indicated that reaction to each race in 
the cross Colusa x Zenith was controlled by a single major pair of 
genes with dominance for resistance.
Among the 207 families which were tested for reaction to 
races IB-5 (US 1) and IC-3 (US 16) individually, 205 could be conr 
sidered satisfactorily classified and can be used to study the associa­
tion of reaction between these 2 races.
The 205 F^ families were divided according to the behavior to 
each of the races IB-5 (US 1) and IC-3 (US 16), into homozygous resist­
ant, heterozygous and homozygous susceptible classes. These behavior
classes are presented in Table 19.
Among the 205 F^ families, 49 were homozygous resistant, 112
were heterozygous and 44 were homozygous susceptible for reaction to
race IB-5 (US 1). These numbers fit a 1:2:1 ratio, with a probability
of 0.50 - 0.30. Similarly, the segregation to race IC-3 (US 16), as
indicated in the row totals of Table 19, was in agreement with a 1:2:1
ratio, with a probability of 0.20 - 0 .1 0 .
2
The X test for independence among the 9 behavior classes of 
Table 19, had a probability between 0.70 and,0.50 that segregation of 
reaction to races IB-5 (US 1) and IC-3 (US 16) was independent. This 
indicates that these 2 races were segregating independently of each 
other,
Table 19. Reaction of 205 Fg families to race IB-5 (US 1) and race
IC-3 (US 16) of P. oryzae Cav.
Reaction to 
face IB-5 (US 1)
Reaction
HR
to race IC-3 
. H
(US 16) 
HS Totals
HR 11 29 9 49
H 33 57 22 112
HS 11 24 9 44
Totals 55 110 40 205
HR = Homozygous resistant families 
H = Heterozygous families 
HS = Homozygous susceptible families
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Further evidence of independent segregation between these 2 
races may be found by examining the individual rows and columns of 
Table 19. Among the 55 homozygous resistant families to race IC-3 
(US 16), 11 were homozygous resistant, 33 were heterozygous and 11 
were homozygous susceptible for reaction to race IB-5 (US 1) (first
column of Table 19). These numbers fit a 1:2:1 ratio with a probabil­
ity of 0.50 - 0.30.
Similary, the heterozygous and homozygous susceptible families 
for race IC-3 (US 16) (second and third columns of Table 19), segre­
gated for reaction to race IB-5 (US 1) in a ratio of 1 homozygous 
resistant, 2 heterozygous and 1 homozygous susceptible with probabil­
ities of 0.80 - 0.70 and 0.90 - 0.80, respectively.
Among the 49 families homozygous resistant to race IB-5 (US 1)
(first row Table 19), 11 were homozygous resistant, 29 were heterozy­
gous and 9 were homozygous susceptible for reaction to race IC-3 
(US 16). These numbers fit a ratio of 1:2:1 with a probability of 
0.50 - 0.30. This same probability was found for the segregation to 
race IC-3 (US 16) among the 112 families which were heterozygous to 
race IB-5 (US 1) (second row of Table 19).
Finally, among the 44 families homozygous susceptible to race 
IB-5 (US 1) (Third row of Table 19), 11 were homozygous resistant, 24 
were heterozygous and 9 were homozygous susceptible for reaction to 
race IC-3 (US 16). These numbers fit a 1:2:1 ratio with a probability 
between 0.80 and 0.70.
These results indicate that a rice breeder would have no prob­
lem in selecting lines homozygous resistant to both race IB-5 (US 1) 
and race IC-3 (US 16) in early generations from the cross Colusa x 
Zenith. Among the 205 F^ families, 11 were obtained with the desired
new combination.
From the above results it can be concluded that among the 205 
families from the cross Colusa x Zenith, the genes conditioning 
reaction to blast races IB-5 (US 1) and IC-3 (US 16), were inherited 
independently.
D. Association of reaction to races IG-1 (US 6) and IC-3 
(US 16)
The Colusa parent is susceptible to both races IG-1 (US 6) 
and IC-3 (US 16) while the Zenith parent is resistant to both races. 
Results presented earlier in this dissertation indicated that reaction 
to each of these races was governed by a single major pair of genes 
with dominance for resistance.
Among the 207 Fg families tested, 187 could be considered as 
properly classified for reaction to both races IG-1 (US 6) and IC-3 
(US 16). The apparent genotypes of these families are presented in 
Table 20.
The 187 Fg families appeared to be composed of 42 homozygous 
resistant, 105 heterozygous and 40 homozygous susceptible familes for 
reaction to race IG-1 (US 6). These numbers fit a 1:2:1 ratio with 
a probability of 0.30 - 0.20.
In reaction to race IC-3 (US 16), the 187 Fg families were 
made up of 57 homozygous resistant, 98 heterozygous and 32 homozygous 
susceptible families. These numbers do not fit a 1:2:1 ratio but are 
suggestive of this ratio, with a probability of 0.05 - 0.02.
The test for independence among the 9 behavior classes of 
Table 20 had a value of 122.04, which is highly significant at 
the 1 per cent level of probability. This indicates that segregation
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for reaction to races IG-1 (US 6) and IC-3 (US 16) among the 187 F^ 
families from the cross Colusa x Zenith was not independent.
Further evidence for non-independent segregation for races 
IG-1 (US 6) and IC-3 (US 16) can be found by examining the individual 
rows and columns of Table 20. As pointed out earlier, the 187 F^ 
families segregated into a ratio of 1 homozygous resistant:2 heterozy­
gous: 1 homozygous -susceptible for reaction to race IG-1 (US 6 ). If 
reaction to the race IG-1 (US 6) was segregating independently of 
that to race IC-3 (US 16), then each of the 3 genotypic classes for 
reaction to race IC-3 (US 16) should segregate into a 1:2:1 ratio in 
respect to their reaction to race IG-1 (US 6). The 3 genotypic classes 
for reaction to race IC-3 (US 16) are shown in the columns of Table 
20.
It will be noted that the 57 F^ families which appeared to be 
homozygous resistant to race IC-3 (US 16) had 29 homozygous resistant: 
27 heterozygous:1 homozygous susceptible in respect to reaction to 
race IG-1 (US 6 ). This is obviously a major deviation from the 1:2:1 
ratio expected if segregation for the 2 races is behaving independ­
ently, with an excess of families homozygous resistant to race IG-1 
(US 6) and a corresponding deficiency of families homozygous sus­
ceptible to this race.
Since one parent, Zenith, was resistant to both races and the 
other parent, Colusa, was susceptible to both races, the behavior of 
the 57 families which were homozygous for resistance to race IC-3 
(US 16) in respect to their reaction to race IG-1 (US 6) can be 
accounted for by linkage between the 2 pairs of genes controlling 
reaction to these races.
Table 20. Reaction of 187 Fg families to racer: IG-1 (US 6) and race
IC-3 (US 16) of P. oryzaa Cav.
Reaction to 
face IG-1 (US 6)
Reaction
HR
to Race IC-3 
H
(US 16) 
HS Totals
HR 29 12 1 42
H 27 74 4 105
HS 1 12 27 40
Totals 57 98 32 187
HR = Homozygous resistant families 
'H = Heterozygous families 
HS = Homozygous susceptible families
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Occurrence among the 57 families which were homozygous for 
resistance to race IC-3 (US 16) of 27 families heterozygous for re­
action to race IG-1 (US 6) and 1 family homozygous susceptible to this 
race provides critical evidence that reaction to the 2 races'was 
governed by different, linked genes rather than by a single pair of 
alleles. If the resistance of Zenith to both races was due to a single 
gene, all of the 57 families which were homozygous resistant to race 
IC-3 (US 16) should also have been homozygous resistant to race IG-1 
(US 6 ).
Among the 98 families which were heterozygous to race IC-3 
(US 16), 12 were homozygous resistant, 74 were heterozygous and 12 
were homozygous susceptible for reaction to race IG-1 (US 6). These 
numbers deviated from the 1 :2:1 ratio expected if reaction to the 2 
races is behaving independently. There was an excess of families 
heterozygous to race IG-1 (US 6) and a corresponding deficiency of 
families homozygous resistant and homozygous susceptible to this race. 
The deviations could be due to linkage.
The .fact :that among the 98 families which were heterozygous 
for reaction to race IC-3 (US 16), 74 were heterozygous for reaction 
to race IG-1 (US 6 ) and 12 families were homozygous resistant to this 
race, indicates that 2 pair of genes are controlling the resistance 
of Zenith to these races.
Also, among the 32 families which were homozygous susceptible 
to race IC-3 (US 16), 27 were homozygous susceptible, 4 were heterozy­
gous and 1 family was homozygous resistant to race IG-1 (US 6). These 
numbers again deviated from the 1 :2:1 ratio that would be expected 
under independent segregation for reaction to the 2 races.
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Since Colusa was susceptible to both races and Zenith was 
resistant to both races, an excess of a parental combination and a 
deficiency of new combinations are expected with linkage. This be­
havior appears to be true for the segregation to race IG-1 (US 6) 
among the 32 families which were homozygous susceptible for reaction 
to race IC-3 (US 16).
to each of the races IG-1 (US 6 ) and IC-3 (US 16) is governed by 
different linked genes.
Assuming that linkage was the cause for failure of the 2 pairs
of genes in Zenith conditioning resistance to race IG-1 (US 6 ) and 
race IC-3 (US 16), to show independent assortment, an attempt was 
made to calculate the recombination fraction between the 2 factor 
pairs. Linkage intensity for the data of Table 20 was calculated by 
the method of maximum likelihood as used by Immer and Henderson (54) 
in linkage studies from F^ data in barley crosses. The observed and 
expected frequencies for the various genotypes in F3 with the same 
symbols that had been used for linkage studies, are given in Table 21.
These results strongly support the assumption that reaction
Table 21. Frequency of observed and expected values for the 
nine genotypes in F3 .
Genotypes AA Aa aa
BB
e  1---
2p(l-p) (I-P)2
Bb 2p(l-p)
g h+i
2p2+2 (1-p) 2 2p(l-p)
m
k n
bb 2p(l-p) P2
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The letters e, f, 1, g . . . n represent in the same order,
the observed number of Fg families which are presented in Table 20.
The letter p represents the recombination fraction in repulsion 
crosses and 1-p is the recombination fraction in coupling.
To calculate the recombination fraction from single dominant 
F3 families, that is Ab or aB F2 phenotypes classified into genotypes 
in Fg, and from double dominant F2 phenotypes AB, classified into 
genotypes in Fg, use was made of formulae recommended by Immer and 
Henderson (54). These formulae are given below:
1) 2e + f + g _ f + g _ 2 (h + i) (1 - 2p) _ (e + f + g + h + i)2p _ Q
P 1_P l-2p + 2p2 2 + p2
2) £  - 2j±j£ - (J + K)2p = 0 
P X-P 1-p2
3 ) m _ 2i£ + m _ (It + m)2p _ q 
P X-P 1-p2
The first formula is used to calculate the recombination 
fraction from the double dominant F2 phenotypes classified into geno­
types in Fg. This involves plants in which at least one gene of each 
of the 2 factor pairs is dominant. The second and third formulae are 
used to calculate the recombination fraction from single dominant Aa 
and Bb F2 phenotypes, respectively, classified into genotypes in F3 . 
Single dominant includes F2 plants homozygous recessive for one factor 
pair and having at least one gene of the other factor pair in the 
dominant condition.
To calculate the value of p, the formulae for double and 
single dominant progenies were combined and the observed numbers 
were substituted for the various genotypes presented in Table 20. 
Substituting the observed numbers in the combined formulae the
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following is obtained:
21 -  J L £  -  1 4 8 ( l- 2 p )  _ 284p.+  16 _ _20 +  3§£ = 0-
p 1 -p  l-2 p + 2 p 2  2+p2 p i_ p  l - p 2
Then the value of p was obtained by substituting likely values of p 
and interpolating. In this form a value of 0.7595 was obtained for p.
Since the cross was in coupling, the recombination fraction 
was obtained by subtracting the value of p from one. Thus, 1-0.7595 = 
0.2405 or 24.05 per cent of crossing over.
The standard error for the combined percentage recombination 
was obtained, first by calculating the amount of information for double 
dominant and for single dominant progenies, individually, and then 
adding these values to obtain the total amount of information. Use 
was made of the formulae and tables given by Immer and Henderson (54) 
for these calculations. A standard error of 3.66 per cent was ob­
tained for the 24.05 per cent of crossing over.
Thus, the results showed that the 2 pairs of genes by which 
Zenith and Colusa differed for resistance to races IG-1 (US 6 ) and 
IC-3 (US 16) were linked with a percentage recombination of 25,05 + 
3.66.
In regard to a breeding program, these results indicate that 
resistance to races IG-1 (US 6) and IC-3 (US 16) in the variety Zenith 
would not behave as a single unit. This is a handicap in breeding 
for resistance to the 2 races because selection would be necessary 
for each race in order to recover in F2 or later generations the de­
sired combination already present in Zenith. But the chances of 
obtaining in a new variety the desired combination of Zenith with 
other desirable agronomic traits are greatly increased by the linkage.
From the above results it may be concluded that in the .
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varieties Colusa and Zenith the alleles conditioning reaction to races 
IG-1 (US 6) and IC-3 (US 16) did not undergo independent segregation 
and that the 2 dominant genes present in Zenith are linked.
E . Association of reaction to races IG-1 (US 6) and IH-1 
(US 2)
The Colusa parent is susceptible to both races IG-1 (US 6) 
and IH-1 (US 2), and the Zenith parent is resistant to both races.
Data presented earlier in this dissertation indicated that reaction 
to each race among the 207 families from the cross Colusa x Zenith 
was controlled by a single major pair of genes with dominance for 
resistance.
Among the 207 Fg families which were tested for reaction to 
races IG-1 (US 6) and IH-1 (US 2) individually, 165 could be considered 
satisfactorily classified and can be used to study the association of 
reaction between these 2 races.
The 165 Fg families were grouped as indicated in Table 22, 
into homozygous resistant, heterozygous and homozygous susceptible 
classes for reaction to each of these races.
Among the 165 families, 42 were homozygous resistant, 99 were 
heterozygous and 24 were homozygous susceptible for reaction to race 
IG-1 (US 6 ). These numbers did not fit a 1:2:1 ratio. Obviously 
there was an excess of heterozygous with a corresponding deficiency 
of homozygous susceptible families while the number of homozygous 
resistant was very close to what is expected. Similarly, the segre­
gation to race IH-1 (US 2), as indicated in the row totals of Table
2 2 , did not agree with a 1 :2:1 ratio.
2
The X test for independence among the 9 behavior classes
Table 22. Reaction of 165 F3 families to race IG-1 (US 6) and race
IH-1 (US 2) of P. oryzae Cav.
Reaction to 
race IG-1 (US 6)
Reaction
HR
of race IH-1 
H
(US 2) 
HS Totals
HR 27 13 2 42
H 16 81 2 99
HS 1 7 16 24
Totals 44 101 20 165
HR = Homozygous resistant families 
H = Heterozygous families 
HS = Homozygous susceptible families
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of Table 22 had a X value of 117.44. This value is highly signifi­
cant at the 1 per cent level of probability. This indicates that 
reaction to races IG-1 (US 6) and IH-1 (US 2) did not undergo independ­
ent segregation.
However, the data of Table 22 indicate that the resitance of 
Zenith to these 2 races is controlled by different pair of genes.
If resistance of Zenith to both races had been due to a single gene, 
all families which were homozygous resistant to one race should also 
have been homozygous resistant to the other race and there would not 
have been any families which were homozygous resistant to one race 
but heterozygous or homozygous susceptible for reaction to the other 
race. Actually, there were 15 families which were homozygous resist­
ant to race IG-1 (US 6 ) but were not also homozygous resistant to race 
IH-1 (US 2) and there were 17 families which here homozygous resist­
ant to race IH-1 (US 2) but were not homozygous resistant to race IG-1 
(US 6 ). Even more critical was the fact that 3 families were homozy­
gous resistant to one race but homozygous susceptible to the other.
Also, the segregation for these 2 races shown in the individ­
ual rows and columns of Table 22, appears to indicate that linkage was 
the most probable factor that prevented independent segregation be­
tween the 2 pairs of genea.controlling reaction to races IG-1 (US 6) 
and IH-1 (US 2).
For example, among the entire 165 Fg families the numbers of 
lines which were homozygous resistant, heterozygous and homozygous 
susceptible for reaction to race IG-1 (US 6 ) were 42, 99 and 24, 
respectively. This is a ratio of approximately 2:4:1 for these 3 
genotypes (last column of. Table 22). However, when these 165 families 
were divided into 3 groups on the basis of reaction to race IH-1
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(US 2)--homozygous resistant, heterozygous and homozygous susceptible-- 
the distribution of families within each group deviated greatly from 
the2:4:l ratio that would have been expected under independent segre­
gation. Furthermore, within each group (columns of Table' 22) the 
deviation from the expected 2:4:1 ratio was in the direction expected 
if close linkage occurred between the genes controlling reaction to 
races IG-1 (US 6 ) and IH-1 (US 2).
In the cross Colusa x Zenith, Colusa is susceptible to both 
races IG-1 (US 6 ) and IH-1 (US 2) and Zenith is resistant to both 
races. Again, the cross was in coupling. With this condition and 
assuming linkage as the factor responsible for failure of the 2 pairs 
of genes to segregate independently, the frequency of parental com­
binations will occur more frequently than that of new combinations.
This situation seems to be true for the data shown in Table 22.
Assuming that linkage was the cause for failure of genes con­
ditioning reaction to races IG-1 (US 6 ) and IH-1 (US 2) to segregate 
independently, the recombination percentage was calculated from data 
of Table 22 using the same procedure previously applied for the 
association of reaction to races IG-1 (US 6) and IC-3 (US 16). A 
percentage of recombination of 19.37 per cent with a standard error 
of 1.41 per cent was obtained.
The results provide evidence to conclude that among the 165 
families from the cross Colusa x Zenith, the reaction to races IG-1 
(US 6 ) and IH-1 (US 2) did not undergo independent segregation and 
that the 2 pairs of alleles conditioning resistance to these 2 races 
present in the parent, Zenith, are linked.
In regard to a breeding program the results indicate that 
testing for reaction to both of these races would be necessary in F2
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or later generations to accomplish an effective selection for resist­
ance. However, the linkage is so strong that a relatively high per­
centage of lines will prove to be homozygous for resistance to both 
races. For example, 27 of the 165 families involved were homozygous 
resistant to the 2 races.
F. Association of reaction to races IC-3 (US 16) and IH-1 
(US 2)
The Colusa parent is susceptible to race IC-3 (US 16) and 
race IH-1 (US 2) and the Zenith parent is resistant to both races. 
Results presented earlier in this dissertation indicated that reaction 
to each of these races was governed by a single major pair of genes 
with dominance of resistance in each case.
Among 207 F^ families tested, 181 could be considered as 
properly classified for reaction to both race IC-3 (US 16) and race 
IH-1 (US 2)'.. The 181 families were grouped, according to the be­
havior to each race, into homozygous resistant, heterozygous and 
homozygous susceptible families as shown in Table 23.
Among the 181 F3 families, 55 were homozygous resitant, 99 were 
heterozygous and 27 were homozygous susceptible for reaction to race 
IC-3 (US 16). Among these same families, 45 were homozygous resist­
ant, 107 were heterozygous and 29 were homozygous susceptible for
reaction to race IH-1 (US 2). 
o
The X test for independence among the 9 classes of behavior 
in Table 23 had a value of 140.32. This value is highly significant 
at the 1 per cent level of probability. This indicates that reaction 
to races IC-3 (US 16) and IH-1 (US 2) among the 181 F3 families from
Table 23. Reaction of 181 F3 families to race IC-3 (US 16) and race
IH-1 (US 2) of P. oryzae Cav.
Reaction to 
race IC-3 (US 16)
Reaction
HR
to race IH-I 
H
(US. 2) 
HS Totals
HR 32 23 0 55
H 13 79 7 99
HS 0 5 22 27
Totals 45 107 29 181
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the cross Colusa x Zenith was not independent.
Further evidence for non-independent segregation for these 
races can be found by examining the rows and columns of Table 23. The 
181 families formed a ratio of approximately 2:4:1 of homozygous 
resistant, heterozygous and homozygous susceptible, respectively, for 
reaction to race IC-3 (US 16). However, when the 181 families were 
divided into 3 groups--homozygous resistant, heterozygous and homozy- 
gouscsusceptible on the basis of reaction to race IH-1 (US 2), as 
indicated in the columns of Table 23, the segregation within each 
group deviated greatly from the 2:4:1 ratio. For example, in the 
group that was homozygous resistant to race IH*1 (US 2) there were 32 
families homozygous resistant, 13 heterozygous and 0 homozygous sus­
ceptible to race IC-3 (US 16). Also, in the group of families which 
were homozygous susceptible to race IH-1 (US 2), there were 0 families 
homozygous resistant, 7 families heterozygous and 32 families homozy­
gous susceptible to race IC-3 (US 16).
Although, among the 181 Fg families there did not appear a 
single family with the new combination homozygous resistant to one 
race and homozygous susceptible to the other race. The data of Table 
23 suggest that 2 pairs of genes are involved for reaction to races 
IC-3 (US 16) and IH-1 (US 2). The evidence for this is the occurrence 
of 23 heterozygous families to race IH-1 (US 2) among the 55 families 
homozygous resistant to race IC-3 (US 16), and of 5 heterozygous 
families to race IH-1 (US 2) among the 27 families which were homozy­
gous susceptible to race IC-3 (US 16).
Also, the occurrence of heterozygous families for reaction to 
race IC-3 (US 16) among those homozygous resistant or homozygous sus­
ceptible families to race IH-1 (US 2), is further evidence that 2
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pairs of genes are involved for reaction to these races.
Furthermore, the data of Table 23 appear to indicate that the 
most probable cause for failure of the 2 pairs of genes to segregate 
independently in reaction to races IC-3 (US 16) and IH-1 (US 2) was
linkage. The data show a similar pattern of association as that en­
countered for reaction to races IG-1 (US 6) and IH-1 (US 2) which was
discussed in the previous section of this dissertation.
Assuming linkage as the cause for failure of the 2 pairs of 
genes to segregate independently in reaction to races IC-3 (US 16) 
and IH-1 (US 2), the percentage of recombination was calculated using 
again the same procedure as that previously applied for the associa­
tion of reaction to races IG-1 (US 6) and IC-3 (US 16). A recombina­
tion percentage of 19.62 per cent with a standard error of 1.36 per 
cent was obtained.
The results provide proof to conclude that the reaction to 
races IC-3 (US 16) and IH-1 (US 2) was not independent among the 181 
families from the cross Colusa x Zenith, and that the 2 pairs of 
genes conditioning resistance in Zenith to the 2 races are linked.
These results obviously indicate that the desired combination 
present in the parent, Zenith, will undergo segregation in a breeding 
program and selection will be necessary ■ to recover it in F2 and 
later generations. However, in view of the fact that the 2 pairs of 
genes are linked, the rice breeder would have no difficulty in obtain­
ing a rather high percentage of F^ families homozygous resistant to . 
both faces. For instance, 32 of 181 families involved were homozygous 
resistant to the 2 races.
Assuming that the percentages of recombination obtained for 
the 3 factor pairs conditioning resistance in Zenith to races IG-1
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(US 6), IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 (US 16) are reliable, the order of these
genes could be determined. Since the factor pairs for reaction to
races IG-1 (US 6) and IC-3 (US 16) showed 24.05 per cent of recombina­
tion, and 19»37 per cent recombination was found for the genes govern­
ing reaction to races IG-1 (US 6 ) and'IH-1 (US 2), the order of these
genes controlling reaction to the 3 races appeared to be as follows:
IG-1 (U 6 )_______19.37 IH-1 (US 2) IC-3 (US 16)
24.05«    ------
However, when the percentage of recombination between the
factor pairs, conditioning reaction to races IC-3 (US 16) and IH-1 
(US 2) was calculated, it was higher than expected for the above gene 
order. Actually 19.62 per cent of recombination was obtained. This 
could have been due to the effect of modifier genes that were pointed 
out earlier in this dissertation when studying the inheritance of 
reaction to these races.
Thus, it is not possible to determine reliably the proper order 
of the genes for resistance to races IG-1 (US 6 ), IC-3 (US 16) and 
IH-1 (US 2) from the data in this dissertation.
The reason for the complications encountered in attempting to 
determine the order of the 3 linked genes is uncertain. However, the 
difficulty may be associated with the fact that the genotype of many 
families could not be determined accurately and they had to be 
omitted from the data used in calculating percentages of recombination.
For example, 26 Fg families tested could not be classified 
with certainly in respect to their genotype for reaction to race IH-1 
(US 2). These families were listed as of uncertain genotype and were 
not used in calculating recombination percentages involving the gene 
pair for reaction to race IH-1 (US 2). If most of these 26 families
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were of one particular genotype, such as heterozygous for reaction 
to race IH-1 (US 2), their omission from the computations of recom­
bination percentages would reduce the accuracy of these values.
Therefore, it may be concluded that the gene order for genes 
controlling reaction to races IG-1 (US 6), IH-1 (US 2) and IC 3 
(US 16) could not be determined properly from the percentage of re­
combination reported in this dissertation. There is also consider­
able uncertainty concerning the reliability of the recombination 
percentages which were calculated for these 3 genes.
SUMMARY
The inheritance of resistance to each of the international 
races IB-5 (US 1), IC-3 (US 16), IG-1 (US 6) and IH-1 (US 2) of Piri- 
cularia oryzae Cav. was studied in the F2 and F3 generations of the 
cross Colusa x Zenith, 2 varieties of rice.
Preliminary tests were made as checks with 5 rice varieties of 
known reaction to the 4 races. The reactions of Colusa, Zenith, Gulf- 
rose and Saturn were in agreement with the previous reactions reported 
to each race. Nato behaved as expected for races IB-5 (US 1), IG-1 
(US 6) and IH-1 (US 2), but showed an inconclusive reaction to race 
IC-3 (US 16).
In regard to race IB-5 (US 1), the Colusa parent was resistant 
and Zenith was susceptible. The reaction of 1,084 F2 plants and 207 F3 
families tested with this race, showed that one dominant major gene 
was controlling the resistance of Colusa. Also, there were indications 
that modifier genes influenced the resistance with minor effects.
In reaction to race IG-1 (US 6 ), Colusa was susceptible and 
Zenith was resistant. The results with 1,077 F 2 plants and 207 F3 
families to race IG-1 (US 6 ) indicated that the reaction was under the 
control of one major pair of genes with the additional influence of 
one or more modifier genes. It was concluded that resistance of Zenith 
to this race was governed by a single dominant major gene with a 
modifier gene or genes influencing the resistance with minor effects.
The parents differed also in reaction to races IH-1 (US 2)
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and IC-3 (US 16). Colusa was susceptible to both races and Zenith was 
resistant to both races. Data from 340 plants and 207 families 
tested for reaction to race IH-1 (US 2) indicated that resistance of 
Zenith to this race was governed by one gene, with dominance of the 
resistant allele. Here, the resistant allele appeared to be influenced 
somewhat by modifier genes.
Also, results obtained from 277 F2 plants and 207 F^ families 
tested for reaction to race IC-3 (US 16) indicated that resistance of 
Zenith to this race was also governed by one gene, with dominance of 
resistance. Again, the resistant allele was slightly affected probably 
by modifier genes with minor effects.
From the associations of reaction studied among the 4 races, . 
it was found that the reaction to race IB-5 (US 1) was independent from 
the reaction to each of the races IG-1 (US 6 ), IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 
(US 16). The results indicated that no problems would be encountered 
in obtaining from the cross Colusa x Zenith, F^ families homozygous 
resistant to these races.
From the associations of reaction studied among races IG-1 
(US 6), IH-1 (US 2) and IC-3 (US 16), the results indicated that 3 
different pairs of genes were conditioning the resistance of Zenith to 
these races. However, the X tests for independence of reaction between 
races IG-1 (US 6) and IC-3 (US 16), IG-1 (US 6 ) and IH-1 (US 2), and 
races IC-3 (US 16) and IH-1 (US 2), provided proof to conclude that 
reaction did not undergo independent segregation.
Also, the results indicated that linkage was the most probable 
factor that prevented independent segregation among the factor pairs of 
Zenith which conditioned resistance to the races IG-1 (US 6 ), IH-1 
(US 2) and IC-3 (US 16).
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Linkage intensities were calculated by the method of maximum 
likelihood. Recombination percentages of 24.05 + 3.66, 19.37 + 1.41 
and 19.62 + 1.36 were found between the factor pairs controlling reac­
tion to races IG-1 (US 6 ) and IC-3 (US 16), IG-1 (US 6) and IH-1 (US 2), 
and IC-3 (US 16) and IH-1 (US 2), respectively.
In regard to a breeding program these results indicate that the 
desired combination already present in Zenith will undergo segregation 
and selection will be necessary to recover it in F2 and later genera­
tions. However, the linkage was strong enough that a relatively high 
percentage of Fg lines will prove to be homozygous for resistance to 
these races.
An attempt was made to determine the gene order for the factor 
pairs conditioning resistance in Zenith to races IG-1 (US 6), IH-1 
(US 2) and IC-3 (US 16). However, it was concluded that the gene 
order could not be determined properly from the percentage of recom­
bination reported in the present study.
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